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Krueger, Matthew C.  An Evaluation of Ergonomic Workstation Design for Restaurant XYZ 

Abstract 

Restaurant XYZ opened in the 1960s and utilizes much of the original kitchen equipment to 

prepare and cook food.  The original equipment and workstation layout utilized at the grilled and 

fried preparation workstations are placing employees at risk of sustaining musculoskeletal 

disorders (MSDs).  Consequently tasks, tools, and workstation characteristics were evaluated to 

quantify the amount of ergonomic stressors which are present at Restaurant XYZ.  Risk factors at 

were assessed include repetition, forceful exertions, awkward posture, and contact stress. 

Evaluation was completed by utilizing qualitative and quantitative assessment tools in order to 

analyze tasks, tools, and workstation characteristics.  Qualitative assessment tools included the 

Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet, The California 

OSHA and NIOSH Checklist for Hand Tool Selection, the Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation, 

and the Snook Tables.  Quantitative assessment tools included a tape measure to determine 

workstation characteristics and a goniometer to measure joint angles via video and pictures while 

performing tasks.  The analysis revealed the presence of numerous risk factors and provided 

recommendations utilized the hierarchy of engineering-based controls in addition to necessary 

administrative practices. 
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Chapter I: Introduction 

 A classical ergonomics definition states that scientific information regarding human 

beings is applied to the design of objects and the environment (Gainer, 2008).   This definition 

appears to persist in the modern era as the interaction of humans and their environment has 

increasingly been applied to the workplace.  The identification of repetitive motion injuries and 

the subsequent application of ergonomic corrective actions to prevent musculoskeletal disorders 

(MSDs) is likely to have increased in numerous workplace industries.  According to the Bureau 

of Labor Statistics, the incident rate for MSDs in the Accommodation and Food Service industry 

is nineteen reported MSDs cases for every 10,000 employees (Bureau of Labor Statistics [BLS], 

2016).  Devices and specialized equipment change over the years; however, a fundamental 

element of workplace design dictates that each employee’s workstation should be analyzed as a 

whole.  The correction of one piece of equipment is typically not sufficient to protect against the 

occurrence of musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) which are caused by the presence of 

identifiable ergonomic risk factors (Emanoil, 2000).  Thus, the analysis of humans’ interaction 

with their workstations may be considered a crucial activity in order to reduce the occurrence of 

MSDs in the workplace.  

Restaurant XYZ was established in 1966 in the small tourist town of Nisswa, Minnesota, 

and employs between 10 and 15 employees throughout the year. Restaurant XYZ is quick 

service in nature, which implies that the food is prepared on an individual order basis in a rapid 

manner.  In contrast, many fast food establishments may prepare several common items prior to 

a shift and keep the food warm until purchased and prepared.  Restaurant XYZ may receive 650 

orders daily throughout the summer tourist months, which typically consists of orders that range 

from one-to-five individual meals.  Completion of food preparation requires using the fried and 
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the grilled food preparation workstations, which are operated by no more than two employees 

daily.  The fried food preparation workstations utilizes three fryers, a dual steam table, a fry prep 

pan, a completed product staging table, a stand-up freezer, and numerous overhead and adjacent 

bins for packaging food.  The grilled food preparation workstation utilizes a flat-top grill, a cold 

bar section, an overhead microwave, two refrigerators, a three-pan steam table, low shelves for 

bun storage, and a completed product staging table.   

Restaurant XYZ utilizes much of the original equipment from 1966, including various 

tools which are used at the food preparation workstations. Consequently, both the fried and 

grilled food workstations are nonadjustable from a height stand point and require the employee 

to perform activities such as spine flexion, overhead and outward reaching, and repetitive upper 

body movements that potentially place him/her at risk of developing a MSD.  Additional risk is 

placed on the respective employees as a result of the need to stand at these workstations for an 

average of five to eight hours.  Two previous owners have described symptoms of MSDs while 

operating Restaurant XYZ, while one of the individuals received carpal tunnel surgery. While no 

employees have missed work due to MSD illness, both the current owner and manager have 

experienced symptoms of MSDs and equally operate the food preparation workstations. 

Currently no employees have missed work due to MSD illness.  Thus, it is perceived that the 

grilled and fried food preparation workstations at Restaurant XYZ are placing employees at risk 

of experiencing musculoskeletal disorders. 

Purpose of the Study 

 The purpose of this study is to analyze the grilled and fried food preparation workstations 

for potential exposures to ergonomic risk factors within Restaurant XYZ.  
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Goals of the Study 

 The goals of this study include: 

• Identify the specific tasks that Restaurant XYZ employees perform at the grilled and 

fried food preparation workstations 

• Measure the extent of physical stress that is being placed on the upper extremities, 

lower extremities, and spine of the employees who are performing grilled and fried 

food preparation-related tasks 

• Identify the activities and specific risk factor that are placing the grilled and fried 

food preparation employees at risk of developing MSDs 

Background and Significance 

 An ergonomic analysis of Restaurant XYZ’s food preparation workstations is crucial to 

determine the risks of developing MSDs.  Past owner and employee accounts of experiencing 

symptoms of MSDs represent a potential for the business to lose employees and the experience 

they incur, reduced productivity, and sustain loss of business due to poor reviews.  The potential 

gap left by one employee with an MSD may result in multiple negative effects in a small 

business.  For instance, various employees, the manager, or the owner will have to the fill the 

gap left by the employee who experienced an MSD and consequently place themselves at risk.  

A poor online review may also occur as the result of slow service due to the business operating 

with one less employee.  In a world where customers expect everything instantly, slow service as 

the result of a missing employee can mean individuals seeking other restaurant options in the 

area.  Additionally, recurring injury may cause the business to acquire an adverse reputation as 

being an employer who doesn’t care about the employees’ welfare and thus lead to difficulty in 
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hiring replacements, increased employee turnover, and potential Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration (OSHA) violations for not maintaining a safe work environment for employees. 

Assumptions of the Study 

 The assumptions of the study are as follows: 

• The observed shift lengths are representative of what the employees normally work. 

• The activities that are analyzed by the author of this study are representative of what 

the employees normally perform. 

Limitations of the Study 

The limitations of the study are as follows: 

• The study is limited to data collection of employees who are over the age of 18 years 

old. 

• The study is limited to the time frame of 3/1/2019 to 5/1/2019 
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Chapter II: Literature Review 

The purpose of this study is to analyze the grilled and fried food preparation workstations 

for potential exposures to ergonomic risk factors within Restaurant XYZ.  This chapter discusses 

past research relating to ergonomics and the food service industry.  Past research involving 

musculoskeletal disorders (MSDs) has included the types of injury, correlation between 

ergonomic related injuries sustained in the workplace and loss of productivity, and the extent of 

repetitive motion illness in the food service industry. Research has identified awkward posture, 

repetition, forceful exertions, contact stress, lighting, vibration, extended standing, and heat 

stress as ergonomic risk factors.  Qualitative and quantitative analysis contribute to ergonomic 

assessment, and the hierarchy of controls, workstation layout and tool design are essential to 

preventing and mitigating ergonomic risk factors. 

Soft Tissue Components and Musculoskeletal Disorders 

Musculoskeletal skeletal disorders (MSDs) are injuries associated with components of the 

same-named system of the body.  Tissues and structures in the musculoskeletal system include 

bones, ligaments, tendons, muscles, and joints.  Additionally, MSDs also affect nerves and blood 

vessels that are a part of the nervous and cardiovascular system respectively.  Musculoskeletal 

injuries with a chronic onset as the result of micro traumas are often referred to as Cumulative 

Trauma Disorders (CTDs) (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  Cumulative Trauma Disorders can occur to 

both the upper body and lower body and involve body tissues such as tendons, nerves, muscles, 

blood vessels, joints, and bursas (Buckle & Devereux, 2002).    

Tendons.  Tendons are tissue that connect muscles to bones.  Injuries result from over 

stretching of the tendon as collagen containing fibers tear apart (Kroemer, 1989).  A tendon that 

is subject to forces past the point of failure is referred to as a strain and may be stretched acutely 
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or repetitively.  The body generates scar tissue in place of collagen fiber, which creates chronic 

tension on the tendon and increases the risk of reinjury (Kroemer, 1989).  Tendonitis is an 

inflammation of a tendon due to repetitive forces and commonly found in areas including the 

shoulder and arms (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  Tissues called sheaths surround several tendons and 

contain synovial fluid, which is used as lubricant to assist tendon contraction (Kroemer, 1989).  

A reduction in synovial fluid may occur and the sheath become inflamed due to friction forces 

(Kroemer, 1989).  Inflammation is a protective response of the body, and signs include warmth 

and swelling due to an increase in blood flow (Kroemer, 1989).  The Achilles, which attaches the 

calf muscle to the heel, is an example of a tendon with a sheath.  Inflammation of a sheath is 

referred to as Tenosynovitis.  Repeated movement of the tendon will cause increased damage 

and inflammation, resulting in thickening of the tendon sheath (Kroemer, 1989). 

Stenosing tenosynovitis is a condition involving a sheath thickening to the point of 

constricting a tendon (Kroemer, 1989).  A common type of stenosing tenosynovitis is called De 

Quervain’s disease and involves a sheath around the abductor and extensor tendons of the thumb 

(Kroemer, 1989).  Swelling of a synovial fluid filled sheath may occur and cause a bump 

underneath the skin called a ganglionic cyst or cystic tumor (Kroemer, 1989).  Irritation of 

tendons may occur at attachment points of bones resembling symptoms of epicondylitis.  

Forearm tendons which attach to the medial and lateral epicondyle of the elbow may become 

irritated by friction forces.  Golfer’s Elbow is a common term for medial epicondylitis and 

Tennis Elbow refers to lateral epicondylitis (Kroemer, 1989). 

Nerves.  Repeated or sustained pressure from other surrounding structures or equipment 

may affect the transmission of nerve signals throughout the body (Kroemer, 1989).  Pressure 

placed on nerves may originate from bones, ligament, or tendons or may be caused by 
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interactions with tools, surfaces, or equipment (Kroemer, 1989).  Symptoms of nerve 

impingement include numbness and tingling in the affected area.  Carpal tunnel syndrome of the 

wrist is a common example of nerve compression injury.  Symptoms of Carpal Tunnel Syndrome 

include discomfort, numbness, and tingling in the hands (Kroemer, 1989).  Less common 

examples of nerve compression include Cubital Tunnel Syndrome, Pronator Teres Syndrome, 

Cervical Syndrome, and Digital neuritis (Putz-Anderson, 1988).   

Muscles.  Muscles are made of thousands of fibers that extend and contract by means of 

neurological stimulation and the body’s metabolism.  A minor strain or irritation may occur and 

result in temporary aching and inflammation (Kroemer, 1989).  Performing a task that is not 

normally executed may subsequently result in an aching muscle and is an example of temporary 

irritation.  Fibers may extend to the point of failure and be torn apart which results in a strain 

(Kroemer, 1989).  Muscles strains may result in inflammation symptoms such as swelling and 

warmth.  Finally, blood supply can be interrupted due to trauma and thus result in the muscle 

decreasing in size.  Muscles in need of blood may shrink due to insufficient oxygen supply 

(Kroemer, 1989). 

Circulatory system.  Compression by other structures in the body can occur to blood 

vessels and negatively affect blood flow and oxygen supply (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  The most 

common type of blood vessel compression is in the shoulder and is referred to as Thoracic Outlet 

Syndrome.  Thoracic Outlet Syndrome occurs as a result of decreased blood flow to the brachial 

plexus in the shoulder due to excessive pressure placed on blood vessels (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  

Thoracic Outlet Syndrome symptoms may experience tingling of fingers and arm numbness 

(Putz-Anderson, 1988).  Vibration syndrome is the closure of the digital arteries of the hand due 

to prolonged or forceful use of tools (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  Repetitive forces can cut off blood 
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supply to the fingers and cause tissues in the hand to become inflamed.  Fingers affected by 

Vibration Syndrome will appear pale and cold (Putz-Anderson, 1988). 

Ligaments.  Ligaments are tissues that connect joint-related bones and assist in 

maintaining motions within the normal range of motion (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  A sprain can 

occur when ligaments, like tendons, become over extended to the point of failure.  Ligaments are 

commonly ruptured completely as a result of high force impacts and motions and not as a result 

of cumulative trauma (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  Repetitive overstretching of ligaments can 

contribute to permanent joint instability over time (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  Individuals may be 

disposed to greater risks of injury as range of motion increases over time due to repetitive 

stretching forces to the ligament (Putz-Anderson, 1988). 

Bursa.  A bursa is a fluid-filled sac that provides lubrication between a joint and the 

closely-located bones (Kroemer, 1989).  Similar to oil for a car, a bursa assists in the movement 

of high repetitive motions of the body.  Commonly injured bursas are located in the shoulders, 

elbows, and knees. Bursas may be injured acutely by an impact to the structure or chronically by 

repetitive motion.  An inflamed bursa is referred to as bursitis (Kroemer, 1989). 

Workplace Musculoskeletal Injuries and Employee Loss Time 

Research surrounding the correlation between MSDs sustained in the workplace and lost 

time due to employee injury differs on the amount of decreased productivity.  Agreement exists 

that MSDs contribute to decreased productivity in the workplace.  The average employed person 

loses almost two workdays every year due to musculoskeletal issues (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  

Lost productivity due to employee injury-related absence may have substantial effects on a 

business.  Productivity expectations of a business are required regardless of whether the 

organization is fully staffed or if employees are absent due to injury.  Consequently, uninjured 
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and present employees may be required to supplement the lost labor-related productivity as a 

result of the injured individual losing time away from work.  

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) indicated that MSDs play a significant role in 

employee absence.  The Bureau of Labor Statistics states there were 1,153,490 days away from 

work in 2015 due to injury in private industry, state, and local government sectors, while MSDs 

accounted for 31% of the total cases (Bureau of Labor Statistics [BLS], 2016).  These statistics 

denote the number of workdays employees of private industry, state, and local government 

businesses experienced loss of productivity due to injuries.  Private industry accounted for 80% 

of MSDs injuries with 286,350 incidents and a median of 12 days away from work (BLS, 2016).  

Local government received the second highest number of MSD incidents at 54,190 for a median 

of 10 days away from work, and state-based government recorded 16,380 MSD incidents for a 

median of 15 days away from work (BLS, 2015).  Total MSDs accounted for 356,910 injuries 

that resulted in a median number of 12 days away from work (BLS, 2016).  The Bureau of Labor 

Statistics (2016) indicates that MSDs contribute to a significant amount of lost productivity by 

means of employee absence in 2015.  

Food Service Industry Musculoskeletal Disorders 

Research involving musculoskeletal disorders in the food-service industry has been 

limited by irregular access of human resources due to the high level of seasonal and part time 

work within the field (Laperriere, Messing, & Bourbonnais, 2016).  The food industry has a high 

employee turnover rate and employs a large percentage of young individuals (Laperriere et al., 

2016).  Long-term studies on employees with MSDs may need to end abruptly in the event the 

employees leave for other employment opportunities.  Food industry jobs are generally low 

paying and the associated employees may not have access to vacation or paid time off benefits, 
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which potentially results in high turnover (Laperriere et al., 2016).  The food industry employs 

the largest part-time fraction of part-time employees and the second largest provisional worker 

population (Laperriere et al., 2016).  The presence of part-time employees may potentially limit 

the quality of studies due to time required for in-depth research endeavors.  Food service jobs 

often require employees to work irregular hours (Laperriere et al., 2016).  Irregularity of 

employee hours may limit necessary contact time with employees similar to part-time work. The 

above employee employment issues may be why there is a deficit of research involving MSDs in 

the food industry. 

Musculoskeletal injuries may play a significant role in the occurrence of days away from 

work for food service employees.  The relationship of 2015 BLS statistics may assist in 

quantifying the amount of loss which occurred to the private food service industry.  Potential 

contributing factors of employee loss time due to injury may include musculoskeletal incidents, 

the percentage of injuries sustained in private industry, and the amount of non-fatal injuries 

which occurred in food service-related occupations within the private sector.  Musculoskeletal 

disorders accounted for 31% of all incidents in 2015 for private, state, and local government 

sectors, while private industry incurred 80% of the total reported MSDs (Bureau of Labor 

Statistics, 2016).   

Simultaneously, the majority of injuries in many food service-related occupations 

occurred in private industry, which indirectly reveals the loss to food service jobs in private 

industry due to musculoskeletal disorders.  The majority of injuries for nonfatal occupational 

injuries and illnesses involving days away from work were found in private industry in 2015 

when compared to state and local governments.  Food preparation workers in private industry 

sustained 90.2% of non-fatal injuries for a median of six days away from work compared to 
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other sectors (BLS, 2016).  Institution-based cooks and cafeteria workers sustained 54.5% of 

non-fatal injuries for a median of five days away from work compared to other sectors (BLS, 

2016).  Chefs and head cooks sustained 97.2% of non-fatal injuries for a median of five days 

away from work compared to other sectors.  Thus, the Bureau of Labor Statistics information 

may indicate loss has occurred in the private industry driven occupation of food service as a 

result of musculoskeletal disorders. 

Ergonomic Risk Factors 

The identification of risk factors is essential to mitigating and preventing ergonomic 

illnesses.  Ergonomic risk factors are well documented and address issues which include 

awkward posture, repetition, forceful exertions, contact stress, lighting, vibration, extended 

standing, and heat stress. Cohen et al. suggests the three greatest ergonomic risk factors include 

awkward posture, repetition, and forceful exertions. The potential of a MSD increases if two of 

the three factors exist in a situation (Cohen, Gjessing, Fine, Bernard, & McGlothin, 1997).   

Awkward posture.  Awkward postures include body positions that are stationary and not 

natural.  Lifting loads unevenly may result in excessive strain to a joint (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  

The body is evenly balanced, and unequal weight on one side by means of carrying or reaching 

with a load may cause excessive force to be placed on joints, resulting in injury.  Fixed positions 

may cause excessive pressure to be placed on structures of the body (Putz-Anderson, 1988).  

Extended standing in one position without movement or contracting a muscle for a lengthy 

period of time may cause damage to muscles and joints, resulting in MSD symptoms.  

Unbalanced, awkward, and stationary body postures may lead to musculoskeletal disorders 

(Putz-Anderson, 1988).   
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Repetition.  Repetitive manipulations for extended periods of time may contribute to 

musculoskeletal failure (Luttmann, Jager, Griefahn, Caffier, Liebers, & Steinberg, 2003).  

Insufficient recovery time between repetitive motions or lack of variation in the movement may 

result in musculoskeletal failure (Luttmann et al., 2003).  The human body adapts well to stresses 

placed on structures, however, time is required for soft tissue recovery.  Tendonitis is an example 

of a MSD injury due to repetitive motion.  The repetition risk factor depends on the body part 

(Cohen et al., 1997).  Particular parts of the body are better at repetition recovery than other 

areas.  The high-risk rate for the shoulder and the finger is more than two and a half times a 

minute and more than two hundred times a minute respectively (Cohen et al., 1997).  The 

shoulder is at a high risk for an MSD if contractions occur continually for more than two and a 

half times a minute without sufficient recovery time.  Similarly, fingers are at high risks for an 

MSD if motions occur continually for more than 200 times a minute without sufficient recovery 

time.  The risk is increased if awkward posture or excessive force are present (Cohen et al., 

1997).  Repetitive motions without sufficient recovery time between muscle contractions may 

lead to musculoskeletal injury. 

Forceful exertions.  Forceful exertions of muscles are commonly referred to as dynamic 

loading and require more demand from the body’s musculoskeletal system than routine 

movements.  The expenditure of forceful exertions may overload the muscle and result in a 

musculoskeletal injury (Luttmann et al., 2003).  Body structures are subject to great forces 

during high intensity movements which may place the body at risk for injuries such as sprains 

and strains.  A sprain is a tear of a ligament while a strain is a tear of a muscle or tendon.  

Similarly, static loading of muscles may lead to musculoskeletal injury (Luttmann et al, 2003).  

Static loading occurs when a muscle is tensed over a period of time which consequently does not 
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provide adequate recover time (Luttmann et al, 2003). There is no change to muscle length 

during static loading, however, the muscle remains contracted over a period of time which may 

result in an increased risk of injury and fatigue. Repetitive forced exertions may cause fatigue of 

the body, which predisposes the individual to injury (Luttmann et al., 2003).  A fatigued 

individual may be more likely to have poor posture as other structures in the body compensate 

for the exhausted muscles. Dynamic and static loading of muscles may contribute to increased 

risk of musculoskeletal injuries. 

Contact stress.  Contact stress occurs as a result of frequent interaction between the body 

and a hard or sharp surface (Cohen et al., 1997).  The most common example is working at a 

computer station where the keyboard is situated on a surface with a square edge.  In this 

scenario, an individual’s forearms may contact the table or desk edge while typing on the 

keyboard.  Blood vessels and nerves in the affected area may become irritated and function may 

become inhibited (Cohen et al., 1997).  Symptoms of contact stress include tingling and 

numbness of the affected structures.  Musculoskeletal disorder symptoms may occur as a result 

of contact stress risk factors. 

Lighting.  Lighting should be taken into consideration in workstations.  Arguably the 

most common eye injury resulting from poor lighting are eyestrains.  Eyestrain, also known as 

asthenopia, refers to a variety of symptoms, including irritation and dryness of the eye, blurred 

vision, and headaches (Rajnarayan, Saha, & Parikh, 2011).  Poorly lit workstations require 

operators to focus more intensely on tasks and thus result in eyestrain symptoms.  Several 

environmental factors should be taken into consideration at workstations including illumination, 

glare, brightness, and viewing angles (Rajnarayan et al., 2011).  Personal factors that should be 

taken into consideration include stress, uncorrected vision, and posture (Rajnarayan et al., 2011).  
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Workstations should provide lighting that facilitates efficiency of performing tasks, safety, and 

employee comfort level (Kralikova & Wessely, 2016).  Providing illumination that is appropriate 

for the task at hand and considering environmental and personal factors may prevent ergonomic 

risk factors involving appropriate lighting. 

Vibration.  Vibration as an ergonomic risk factor occurs when body parts directly 

contact vibrating tools or surfaces (Kroemer, 1989).  The result is vascular compression caused 

by repeated irritation to blood vessels.  A common example of vibration as an ergonomic risk 

factor is the use of power tools for an extended period of time.  An individual who uses hand-

held power tools on a regular basis may develop Raynaud’s Syndrome, which is characterized by 

repetitive irritation to the blood vessels in the hands, resulting in inflammation and paleness due 

to lack of blood flow.  Similarly, exposure to vibrating surfaces may increase the risk of MSD 

injury to the back.  Whole body vibrations may increase the risk of injury or degenerative 

disorders of the thoracic and lumbar spine (Luttmann et al., 2003).  A common example of 

whole-body vibration exposure involves sitting within heavy equipment while working on 

uneven surfaces.  Repetitive exposure to vibrating tools and surfaces may increase the risk of 

MSDs injuries. 

Heat stress.  Heat stress occurs as a result of increased cardiac output needs due to high 

workplace temperatures (Cohen et al., 1997).  The heart requires additional effort to keep the 

body cool as heat exposure occurs.  Blood may not be able to carry enough oxygen to the body, 

and thus result in increased fatigue and decreased performance (Cohen et al., 1997).  The 

capacity for physical activity may decrease, and fatigue will set in to predispose individuals to 

suffer injuries if work requirements are not adjusted accordingly for temperate exposure. 
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Qualitative and Quantitative Assessment Tools 

Ergonomic assessments are necessary for the prevention and mitigation of 

musculoskeletal disorders.  Ergonomic assessments evaluate workplace environments and human 

postures that influence bodily stress (Herzog & Buchmeister, 2015).  Workplace environments 

are assessed by means of evaluating temperature, lighting, noise, and humidity (Herzog & 

Buchmeister, 2015).  The workplace is assessed to evaluate risk factors such as awkward 

posture, repetition, and force (Herzog & Buchmeister, 2015).  Qualitative and quantitative 

assessments are both utilized based on necessity of the analysis and capabilities of the tool.  

Qualitative assessments include the Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task 

Analysis Worksheet, Snook tables, and the NIOSH lifting equation.   

Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet.  The 

Task Analysis Worksheet is a tool used to recognize, assess, and control ergonomic risk factors 

(Great American Insurance Company, 2004).  Tasks are organized by risk factor and scored as 

either ideal (meaning hazards are within acceptable limits), warning level (meaning there is a 

potential concern), or take action (meaning that corrective action needs to be taken) (Great 

American Insurance Company, 2004).  Several sections address repetition, posture vibration, 

reach, force, static loading, contact stress, manual materials handling, and environmental risk 

factors.  The repetition section assesses repetitive tasks involving standing, sitting, the head and 

neck, hands, and wrists.  The posture section addresses head and neck, hands, and wrist concerns 

(Great American Insurance Company, 2004).   

A section of the Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis 

Worksheet asks if hand, arm, or whole-body vibrations are present during tasks.  The Reach/ 

Height section analyzes location and angles of the arms and trunk during the tasks.  The force 
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section assesses the weight and frequency of lifts, the presence of pinch and power grip, and the 

properties of tools and objects being moved (Great American Insurance Company, 2004).  Static 

loading and fatigue addresses lack of movement concerns, contact stress examines whether tools 

and surfaces have impacted commonly affected body areas, and material handling discusses the 

amount of lifting, pushing, pulling, and high intensity forces used during tasks.  Finally, the 

environmental section analyzes work pace, lighting, temperature, noise, and flooring surfaces 

(Great American Insurance Company, 2004).   

Risk factors identified during the analysis are summarized at the end of the survey by 

severity of risk.  Risks that are found to be at the take action level should be prioritized.  An 

advantage of the Task Analysis Worksheet is the simplistic and arguably easy-to-follow layout 

which allows utilization to be feasible in a range of settings. The action plan section of the 

worksheet allows the evaluator to summarize concerns simplistically, which may be easy to 

present to an organization’s leadership.  The Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic 

Task Analysis Worksheet is found in Appendix A. 

Snook Tables.  The Liberty Mutual Manual Materials Handling Tables were originally 

published by Dr. Stover Snook in 1978 (Liberty Mutual Insurance, 2012).  The Snook tables are 

utilized to calculate the percentage of a male or female population that can perform a task 

without overexertion (Liberty Mutual Insurance, 2012).  Eleven sets of tables allow for analysis 

of lifting, lowering, pushing, pulling, and carrying tasks.  An advantage of the Snook Tables is 

the in-depth analysis that can be performed due to the amount of information that must be known 

ahead of time. The evaluator must have knowledge of the frequency of the task, the weight of the 

object, the traveling distance, and either the hand distance, the hand distance of the body, or the 

pushing, pulling, and carrying distance. The result of the input data is the percentage of the male 
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or female population which can perform a task without over exertion (Liberty Mutual Insurance, 

2012).  As a general rule, tasks should be designed for at least 75% of the working population to 

accomplish (Liberty Mutual Insurance, 2012).  The Liberty Mutual Manual Material Handling 

Tables are found in Appendix B. 

Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation.  A common qualitative methodology of ergonomic 

assessment is a lifting equation developed by the National Institute for Occupational Safety and 

Health (NIOSH).  The Revised NIOSH Lifting Equating is designed to provide a recommended 

weight limit (RWL) that nearly every healthy worker could perform in an eight-hour period 

(Waters, Putz-Anderson, & Garg, 1994).  The lifting equation considers the object’s weight, the 

horizontal and vertical position, any spine twisting angles, the duration of the lift, the frequency, 

and coupling factor (Waters et al.,  1994).  An advantage of the NIOSH lifting equation is the in-

depth analysis an assessor is able to achieve of a single lift, however, the equation is unable to 

include environmental factors which may affect the lift. The following equation and definitions 

describe how the Revised NIOSH Lifting may be used to assess a lift. 

RWL=LC x HM x VM x DM x AM x FM x CM 

RWL=51 x (10/H) x 1-(.0075[V-30]) x .82+(1.8/D) x 1-(.0032A) x FM x CM 

LC= 51 

HM= (10/H) 

VM= 1-(.0075[V-30]) 

DM= .82+(1.8/D) 

AM= 1-(.0032A) 

FM= See Figure 1: Frequency Multiplier Table (FM) 

CM= See Figure 2: Coupling Multiplier (CM) 
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• The Recommended Weight Limit (RWL) is the weight of the load nearly all healthy 

workers could lift for an eight-hour period (Waters et al., 1994). 

• The Lifting Index (LI) is an estimation of physical stress accompanying a lift and is a 

product of the load weight (L) divided by the RWL (Waters et al., 1994). 

• Horizontal Location (H) is the measure from the midpoint of the ankles to the center 

of the object being moved (Waters et al., 1994). 

• The Vertical Location (V) is the distance the hands are from the floor (Waters et al., 

1994). 

• The Vertical Travel Distance (D) is the how far vertically the load was lifted or 

lowered (Waters et al., 1994). 

• The Asymmetry Angle (A) is how much the body was rotated in degrees from the 

start of the lift to the end. 

• The Frequency Multiplier (FM) table is found as Figure 1 and depends on the 

frequency and duration of the lifts and vertical location at the start of the lift (Waters 

et al., 1994). 

 

Figure 1. Frequency multiplier (FM). (Waters et al, 1994)  
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Figure 2. Coupling multiplier (CM). (Waters et al, 1994) 

Quantitative assessment tools.  There are numerous instruments available to assist in 

ergonomic assessment.  Goniometers allow the assessor to collect information regarding joint 

angles in degrees.  Quantitative measurement of range of motion is important in the diagnosis of 

injuries (Rezende, Alves, Marques, Silva, & Naves, 2018).  Goniometers can be mechanical or 

electromechanical and are used to measure the articular motion of joints (Rezende et al., 2018).  

Mechanical goniometers may be more common due to cost effectiveness and accessibly of use.  

The goniometer is placed at the pivot point of the joint with both arms aligned with adjacent 

bones of the body.  The angle of the articulation is read from the center pivot point of the 

goniometer.  The results of a joint’s motion during an assessed task can be compared to the 

required joint angle for an improved task. 

An individual’s joint-related range of motion can be assessed by video analysis (Rezende 

et al., 2018).  Video-based analysis techniques allow the assessor to record information, such as 

range of motion, reaches, and angles in real-time and review tangible anecdotal information.  A 

combination of video-based analysis and a goniometer use may be utilized for increased 

accuracy of assessment.  Force gauges are used to quantify push and pull needed in tasks.  Force 

gauges may be mechanical or electromechanical in nature in that tension causes an analogue 

display to rotate or a digital screen to display force respectively based on energy needed to move 

an object.  Similar quantitative assessment tools are utilized for respective risk factors. 

Coupling Coupling follldplie.r 
Type 

V< 30 inches V~30 inches 
( 75 cm) (75 cm) 

Good 1.00 1.00 

Fair 0.95 1.00 

Poor 0.90 0.90 
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Thermometers, commonly mercury or electronic, are used to assess temperature of 

workstations. Mercury in a glass tube changes height with temperature. The height of the 

mercury denotes that temperature and is displayed on the thermometer. Electronic thermometers 

use a thermocouple sensor, and the temperature is displayed on a screen. Noise dosimeters have 

a variety of functions but commonly use a microphone to collect sound-based information for 

eventual analysis.  A light meter collects quantities of illuminance in order to evaluate brightness 

of work areas.  Many tools are available and may be used in conjunction with one another to 

assess the entire ergonomic risk of a situation. 

Hierarchy of Ergonomic-Based Controls 

A two-tiered hierarchy of control system is widely accepted as a means to prevent and 

mitigate hazards in the workplace, including ergonomic risks (Cohen et al., 1997).  Generally 

speaking, engineering controls change the workstation to meet the individual’s needs and 

administrative controls change the employees’ behavior to meet the work needs (Kroemer, 

1989). Administrative controls should be used as a means to minimize risk, as temporary 

correction or the issue, or if engineering controls are not available (Cohen et al, 1997).  

Engineering controls are the preferred approach to minimize ergonomic risk and should 

be designed to moderate and remove hazards (Cohen et al., 1997).  Engineering controls 

typically isolate the individual from the hazard or reduce the hazard to acceptable levels.  

Engineering controls should design the job to fit the employee (Cohen et al., 1997).  Methods to 

control ergonomic risk factors by means of job design include workstation and tool layout as 

well as material selection (Cohen et al., 1997).  Examples of engineering controls in the 

workplace include using lift assist devices, modifying containers for easier handling, engineering 

more ergonomic grips on tools and having workstations capable of adjustable heights.  If 
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feasible, ergonomic risk factors should be controlled via engineering controls as a first line of 

defense (Cohen et al., 1997). 

Administrative controls attempt to dictate behavior to reduce exposure to hazards (Cohen 

et al., 1997).  Policies, procedures, and work practices are modified to decrease risk, however, 

administrative controls do not fully isolate the employee from exposure.  Strategies for 

administrative controls should focus on job rules, shift rotations, and awareness of ergonomic 

risks (Cohen et al., 1997).  Administrative control examples include employee rotation during 

strenuous tasks, decreased shift length or increased breaks, training, and awareness on hazards.  

Administrative controls only reduce ergonomic risk factors and should be used only after 

engineering control efforts have been exhausted (Cohen et al., 1997). 

Ergonomic Workstation Design Guidelines 

The overall goal of incorporating ergonomic principles to workstation design is to 

improve worker productivity by reducing efforts that are not essential, minimize the risk of 

overexertion and fatigue, and use employee skills to increase job satisfaction and fulfillment 

(Eastman Kodak Company, 2004).  This is accomplished by fitting the workstation to the 

operator’s needs and should be designed to fit as many people as possible (Eastman Kodak 

Company, 2004).  Several demographic factors must be considered when designing 

workstations, including gender and age (Eastman Kodak Company, 2004).   

Capabilities to complete tasks may vary between gender and age.  An individual who is 

seventy years old may have a harder time flexing or extending at the waist than an eighteen-year-

old employee.  A female may have a difficult time performing a task requiring an isometric 

handgrip if it was designed to fit the maximum strength of the average male (Eastman Kodak 

Company, 2004).  If the task previously mentioned is designed to fit 95% of the female 
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population, the majority of the work force would be able to perform the task (Eastman Kodak 

Company, 2004).  Ergonomic considerations in workstation design is essential for employee 

productivity, health, and job satisfaction (Eastman Kodak Company, 2004). 

Numerous templates exist for the assistance of determining appropriate workstation 

parameters.  A common tool utilized in workstation analysis is Kodak’s Ergonomic Design for 

People at Work (Eastman Kodak Company, 2004).  Anthropometry is the study of people’s 

physical dimensions by means of measuring human characteristics (Eastman Kodak Company, 

2004).  Anthropometric data found in Eastman Kodak’s book allows the workstation evaluator to 

view commonly accepted parameters from numerous subjects of workplace design, including 

physiological needs such as height and reach considerations as well as guidelines to address 

ergonomic risk factors, including manual handling, carrying objects, tool grips, and exerting 

forces (Eastman Kodak Company, 2004).  

Carrying bags and boxes could be considered as being critical to the food service 

industry.  Delivery trucks transport a variety of shapes, sizes, and weights of bags and boxes of 

food and other items to sustain a food service-based organization.  Anthropometric data may be 

used to assist in workstation and tool design including parameters on lifting objects.  Table 25-1 

in Kodak’s Design for People at Work provides an example of anthropometric data that can be 

applicable to the food service industry (Eastman Kodak Company, 2004).   Figure 3 below 

displays Table 25-1 and describes the maximum number of bags that should be lifted per shift by 

one individual based on vertical height above the floor and the weight of the bag (Eastman 

Kodak Company, 2004).  

Additionally, the standard food bag weight in the United States is 50 pounds, and lifts 

should be kept between 20 and 40 vertical inches (Eastman Kodak Company, 2004).  
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Consequently, all incoming items should be in bags less than 50 pounds.  If an ergonomic risk is 

found, an organization may find this anthropometric data useful to contact vendors to deliver 

products in smaller bags, rearrange a delivery staging area so employees do not have to flex the 

spine over to pick up items, or incorporate a worker rotation schedule so employees are not 

exposed to repeated lifting. 

 

Figure 3. Maximum number of bags to be lifted per shift. (Eastman Kodak Company, 2004) 

Ergonomic tool design guidelines.  Tool design is an important aspect of ergonomic 

assessment. There are numerous ergonomic concerns to take into account when designing tools 

to address awkward postures, power grips, contact pressure points, pinch grips, single handle and 

double handled instruments (California Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

Consultation Service, California Department of Industrial Relations and the National Institute for 

Occupational Safety and Health, 2004). The appropriate tool for a job allows the individual to 

work comfortably and reduces forces associated with ergonomic risk factors (California 

Occupational Safety and Health Administration Consultation Service et al., 2004). The wrong 

Vertical Height 
Above Floor** 

cm (in.) 

25- 102 
(10-40) 

103-127 
(41 - 50) 

128-152 
(51-60) 

Maximum Number of Bags to Be Lifted per 
Shift* 

Weight of Bag, in kg (lbm) 

16 (35) 25 (55) 34 (75) 45 (100) 

500 250 50 <10 

250 100 <10 N.R. 

100 50 <10 N.R. 
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tool for the job may place individuals at risk for injuries. There are numerous guidelines 

available to assist in tool design, including several checklists.  

A checklist developed by California’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

and the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health is an uncomplicated way to 

compare tools against design characteristics (California Occupational Safety and Health 

Administration Consultation Service et al., 2004). Eleven checklist items evaluate ergonomic 

concerns, such as grip diameter, length and span, textures of handles, and usage concerns, such 

as high force tasks. A checklist asks numerous questions, and the evaluator is required to check a 

box if the tool is within the described design characteristic. If the tool is not within acceptable 

parameters, no check is made and the evaluator is able to refer back to the item and correct the 

potential ergonomic risk.  The Checklist for Hand Tool Selection is found in Appendix C. 

Ergonomic tools have been developed for the food service industry.  Ergonomic devices 

to assist food service employees are associated with food preparation, manual material handling 

in the kitchen, stocking supplies, transporting food, and dishwashing (University of California 

Ergonomics Project Team, 2012).  For purposes of this study, ergonomic tools will only be 

mentioned that may potentially be associated with food preparation workstations.  Figures 4-12 

below from the University of California Ergonomics Project Team describes ergonomic-based 

tools used to reduce risk factors and assist employees in the food service industry in tasks 

including opening lids, cutting and mixing, and piping, lifting, and moving food containers 

(University of California Ergonomics Project Team, 2012).  
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Figure 4. Lid opening assist. (University of California Ergonomics Project Team, 2012) 

 

Figure 5. Automated food preparation. (University of California Ergonomics Project Team, 

2012) 

 

Figure 6. Mixing assist. (University of California Ergonomics Project Team, 2012)  

Criteria: 

Application: 

Criteria: 

Application: 

Criteria: 

Application: 

Reducing strain on the hand and wrist while 
opening food containers 

Opening food container pail lids 

Automated equipment to reduce repetitive motions 
and force during food preparation 

Automate cutting, slicing, opening cans, and other 
repetitive food preparation tasks 

Reducing hand and wrist strain from manual 
nu.xmg 

Mixing viscous foods 
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Figure 7. Automated piping process. (University of California Ergonomics Project Team, 2012) 

 

Figure 8. Self-serve salad bar. (University of California Ergonomics Project Team, 2012) 

 

Figure 9. Gravity-assisted ice machine. (University of California Ergonomics Project Team, 

2012) 

 

Figure 10. Adjustable height equipment. (University of California Ergonomics Project Team, 

2012) 

Criteria: 

Application: 

Criteria: 

Application: 

Criteria: 

Application: 

Criteria: 

Application: 

Automates the piping process, replaces a pastry 
bag 

Automates piping such as batter, fruit fillings, 
frostings, creams and custards 

Refrigerated salad bars (requiring no ice) 

Self-serve salad bars 

Gravity-assisted ice storage and transport system 

Loading and transporting ice from kitchen to areas 
of use 

Moving dining equipment or product; providing 
height adjustability at work area for dining staff 

Hydraulic stainless steel height adjustable mobile 
carts provide clean work surfaces for food prep or 
equipment for staff of different heights. The carts 
can be moved out of the way when not needed. 
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Figure 11. Lifting assists. (University of California Ergonomics Project Team, 2012) 

Figure 12. Movable storage racks. (University of California Ergonomics Project Team, 2012) 

Summary 

The identification of musculoskeletal disorders and the subsequent development of 

ergonomic improvement-related activities may contribute to prevention and mitigation of lost 

employee time and company resources due to injury.  This chapter discussed past research 

relating to ergonomics and the food service industry, including musculoskeletal disorders 

(MSDs), ergonomic risk factors, ergonomic assessments, and workstation controls.  Both 

qualitative and quantitative analysis may be used to contribute to an ergonomic assessment in the 

food service industry.  The Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Assessment 

Worksheet, Snook tables, and the Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation are qualitative tools that may 

assist in ergonomic analysis.  Goniometers, force gauges and video-based analysis are 

quantitative instruments used to identify risk factors.  Workstation layout and tool design are 

essential to preventing and mitigating ergonomic risk factors in the food service industry.  The 

Criteria: 

Application: 

Criteria: 

Application: 

Automate lifting and tipping heavy mixing bowls 

Lifting and tilting large mixing bowls in bakery 
and pot washing area 

Storage systems/racks for storage and retrieval of goods 

Storage of variety of food supplies and stock 
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hierarchy of controls is utilized to reduce ergonomic risk. Administrative controls should be 

utilized if engineering is not feasible. Kodak’s Design for People at Work contains 

anthropometric information which may assist in workstation layout and numerous checklists are 

available for tool design including the California OSHA/ NIOSH checklist. The above-

mentioned ergonomic workstation analysis approaches will be used to assess Restaurant XYZ’s 

food preparation area to determine the extent of ergonomic risk factors that may be present.  

Once identified, then the ergonomic risk factors will be analyzed for the purpose of making 

realistic recommendations to management in order to reduce the physical stressors that the 

applicable employees may be experiencing. 
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Chapter III: Methodology 

 The purpose of this study was to analyze the grilled and fried food preparation 

workstations for potential exposures to ergonomic risk factors within Restaurant XYZ.  This 

study includes three ergonomic-based goals in order to accomplish the purpose of the study and 

include: 

• Identify the specific tasks that Restaurant XYZ employees perform at the grilled and 

fried food preparation workstations 

• Measure the extent of physical stress that is being placed on the upper extremities, 

lower extremities, and spine of the employees who are performing grilled and fried 

food preparation-related tasks 

• Identify the activities and specific risk factors that are placing the grilled and fried 

food preparation employees at risk of developing MSDs 

Subject Selection and Description 

The evaluator did not use human subjects to complete this study.  Data collected for food 

preparation tasks, lifts, and tool manipulations were completed by the researcher after Restaurant 

XYZ’s operating hours were closed.  Pictures and videos utilized for task analysis were taken 

solely at the researcher while he performed the analyzed tasks.  No human interaction was 

necessary for quantitative measurement needed for workstation and tool analysis.  For purposes 

of this study, workstation, tool, and task analysis were only completed for duties relating to food 

preparation or maintenance of the grilled and fried food workstations.   

Instrumentation 

 Several qualitative and quantitative instruments were used during this study to analyze 

workstations at Restaurant XYZ.  In order to utilize each instrument for analysis, food 
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preparation tasks were identified prior to the formal ergonomic assessment process.  Identified 

tasks are found in the Data Collection Procedures section of this chapter.  The following 

instruments were utilized to complete the study at Restaurant XYZ. 

• The Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet 

(Appendix A) was utilized to identify the presence of ergonomic risk factors during 

grill and fried food preparation workstation tasks.  

• The Snook Tables (Appendix B) were utilized to identify task demands after the data 

was collected.  Initial collection of data was necessary before the Snook Table could 

be referred to for further analysis. 

• The Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation was utilized to determine acceptable weight 

limits to raise and lower identified tasks at the food preparation workstations.  Lifting 

tasks were identified in order to utilize the Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation and are 

discussed in the Data Collection Procedures section of this chapter. 

• The California OSHA and NIOSH Tool Checklist for Hand Tool Selection (Appendix 

C) was utilized to evaluate instruments operated at food preparation workstations.  

Tools applicable to the grilled and fried food workstations were identified in order to 

utilize this checklist and are discussed in the Data Collection Procedures section of 

this chapter. 

• A video camera was utilized to record joint angles as well as repetition rates/cycles of 

the researcher’s postures while performing tasks. 

• A goniometer was utilized to measure angles of body structures from pictures and 

video taken of the researcher while he was performing various tasks. 
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• A tape measure was utilized to calculate current workstation parameters in order to 

compare against anthropometric data. 

Data Collection Procedures 

 Fried and grilled food preparation workstation tasks were identified at Restaurant XYZ in 

order to complete this study.  Video and/or still pictures were collected for all tasks identified 

after operating hours and thus no employee interaction occurred while conducting this study.  

The researcher referred to the videos and pictures after data was collected and utilized a 

goniometer to measure body angles.  Current body angles and workstation characteristics were 

compared to anthropometric data for analysis.  Additionally, the above-mentioned instruments 

were used to collect data and identify ergonomic risk factors for each task.  The list below 

describes the tasks that were studied, steps taken to perform by the evaluator to perform the task, 

and which tools were used for data collect.  Tasks were classified as either fried or grilled food 

preparation workstations. 

The fried-food preparation workstation tasks include: 

• Operating fryers.  Many products are cooked in the fryers, however, this task analysis 

focused on preparing fries due to the high level of manipulation required when 

compared to other products.  Fries are removed from plastic storage bags and placed 

into fryer baskets, which are placed into the hot cooking oil.  Once cooking is 

complete, the fries are raised out of the oil and placed in a holding pan for final 

packaging. The Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Form 

was used to evaluate risk factors of this task. 

• Measuring fry quantities.  Fries that are made on an individual order basis are 

required to be measured for the correct quantities.  A scale is located toward the rear 
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of the workstation to complete this task. Fries are manipulated by hand from plastic 

storage bags to a bowl on the scale until the correct quantity is reached.  Fries are 

poured from the bowl to the fry basket after the correct quantity has been reached. 

The Snook Tables were utilized to analyze the reach risk factor of this task. 

• Fry scoop tool evaluation.  A fry scoop is a one-handed tool which is utilized to scoop 

fries from the holding pan to the finished product pouches.  The California OSHA 

and NIOSH Tool Checklist for Hand Tool Selection was utilized for this tool-related 

evaluation. 

• Tongs tool evaluation.  Tongs are one-handed instruments utilized to manipulate 

products from the fryer to the final product pouches. The California OSHA and 

NIOSH Tool Checklist for Hand Tool Selection was utilized for this tool-related 

evaluation. 

• Chili and cheese sauce distribution.  A chili and cheese sauce steamtable is located 

toward the rear of the workstation. A ladle is required to pour chili and cheese sauce 

on products or in a soufflé cup as a condiment.  The steamtable cover is removed 

before sauce can be distributed and replaced at the completion of the task.  The Great 

American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet was used to 

evaluation ergonomic risk factors of this task. 

• Ladle tool evaluation.  A ladle is manipulated to pour chili and cheese sauce on 

products or in a soufflé cup as a condiment. The California OSHA and NIOSH Tool 

Checklist for Hand Tool Selection was utilized for this tool-related evaluation. 

• Restocking food-prep freezer.  Storage bags containing frozen foods are placed in a 

food-preparation freezer adjacent to the fried food workstation for easy access when 
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an order is placed.  Storage boxes containing frozen food must be removed from 

shelving within a large freezer and placed on the floor next to the front-accessed food 

preparation freezer. The box is opened, storage bags are removed, products are placed 

on a shelf in the food preparation freezer.  For purposes of this study, the manual 

handling of French fry containers will be evaluated do to the high level of 

manipulation.  Two Revised NIOSH Lifting Equations were performed for analysis of 

this task. The first NIOSH Lifting Equation was completed for a fry box lift from a 

storage location in the large freezer to the evaluator’s grasp at chest level. The second 

NIOSH Lifting Equation was completed for a placement of a fry box from the 

evaluator’s grasp at chest level to the floor adjacent to the food-preparation freezer. 

The Snook Tables were utilized to evaluate reach needed to place a fry storage bag in 

the food-preparation freezer. 

The grilled-food preparation workstation tasks include: 

• Cold bar and sandwich building.  A sandwich bun is dropped in a toaster located to 

the right of the workstation.  A sandwich wrap is reached from a shelf above the 

sandwich building work area.  The sandwich bun is reached from the toaster and is 

placed on the sandwich building surface located on a countertop directly in front of 

the operator. Cold-bar products, including vegetables and mayonnaise, are located 

towards the rear of the workstation and are required to be reached.  Cold-bar products 

are placed on the bun. A spatula is positioned in a container and is required to be 

manipulated to retrieve mayonnaise for the bun. The Great America Insurance 

Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet was utilized to evaluate ergonomic 

risk factors of this process. 
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• Hamburger patty manipulation.  Hamburger patties are located in a cold-bar 

refrigerator located below the sandwich building surface.  The refrigerator is opened 

and a hamburger patty is reached from a box.  The patty is placed on a grill located 

between the fryers and the cold-bar work surface.  A spatula is manipulated to flip 

and remove hamburger patties.  The Great America Insurance Company Ergonomic 

Task Analysis Worksheet was utilized to evaluate ergonomic risk factors of this 

process. 

• Spatula tool evaluation.  A spatula is used to flip and remove warm hamburger patties 

from the grill. The California OSHA and NIOSH Tool Checklist for Hand Tool 

Selection was utilized for evaluation. 

• Chili dog building.  A hot dog bun is removed from a sandwich bag located below the 

counter top located on the right side of the workstation and placed in a microwave.  

The bun is heated and is placed in a chili dog carton as final packaging.  A steamtable 

containing hot dogs is located on the countertop.  A cover is removed from a 

steamtable and a hot dog is manipulated with tongs and placed in the bun. The 

steamtable cover is placed back in the original position and the carton is closed for 

packaging.  The Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis 

Worksheet was used to evaluate ergonomic risk factors of this process. 

• Restocking the cold bar refrigerator.  A refrigerator is located below the sandwich 

building work surface and is used for hamburger patty and cold-bar product storage.  

Cold bar products are placed in metal storage containers and placed in the refrigerator 

for future use.  A hamburger patty box is removed from a large freezer and placed in 

the cold-bar refrigerator.  The Snook Tables were used to analyze the reach required 
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for moving cold-bar products, and two Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation analysis 

were performed to evaluate acceptable lifting parameters for manipulating a 

hamburger patty box.  The first NIOSH Lifting Equation measured the lift from the 

floor of the storage freezer to the evaluator’s grasp at chest level.  The second NIOSH 

Lifting Equation was utilized to measure the lowering of the hamburger patty box 

from the evaluator’s grasp at chest level to the height of the shelf in the cold-bar 

refrigerator. 

• Grill scraper tool evaluation.  A scraper is manipulated to remove remnants of 

hamburger patties left on the grill.  The two-handed tool is utilized by scraping a 

blade across the grill top and removing the charred food remnants from the grill into a 

grease trap.  The California OSHA and NIOSH Tool Checklist for Hand Tool 

Selection was utilized for this tool-related evaluation. 

Data Analysis 

Risk factors were identified using the Great American Insurance Company Ergonomics 

Task Analysis Form, the Snook Tables, the California OSHA and NIOSH Tool Checklist for 

Hand Tool Selection, the Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation, videos, and pictures. A goniometer 

was used to measure body angles documented in videos and pictures and a tape measure was 

utilized to record current workstation characteristics. Risk factors were analyzed by comparing 

current task, tool, and workstation characteristics to anthropometric data such as the Snook 

Tables and information found in Kodak’s Design for People at Work.  

Limitations of the Study 

 The limitations of the study are as follows: 

• The study is limited to the cooking facility at Restaurant XYZ. 
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• The study is limited to the time frame of April 1, 2019 to April 5, 2019. 
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Chapter IV: Results 

The purpose of this study was to analyze the grilled and fried food preparation 

workstations for potential exposures to ergonomic risk factors within Restaurant XYZ.  The 

goals of this study included: 

• Identifying the specific tasks that Restaurant XYZ employees perform at the grilled 

and fried food preparation workstations 

• Measuring the extent of physical stress that is being placed on the upper extremities, 

lower extremities, and spine of the employees who are performing grilled and fried 

food preparation-related tasks 

• Identifying the activities and specific risk factors that are placing the grilled and fried 

food preparation employees at risk of developing MSDs  

 The goals of this study were met utilizing the previously-mentioned methodologies in 

Chapter III.  Tasks and tools were identified at the grill and fried food preparation workstations 

at Restaurant XYZ and qualitative methodologies were applied to each activity for analysis.  A 

summary of identified tasks and tools with the applied methodology is presented below in Table 

1.  The researcher collected quantitative data at Restaurant XYZ by means of videotaping 

himself performing the tasks, collecting pictures of tools and obtaining measurements of current 

workstation characteristics.  The researcher utilized data collected from qualitative and 

quantitative methodologies to accomplish the goals of the study. 
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Table 1 

Task or Tool with Applied Qualitative Methodology 

Identified Task or Tool Applied Methodology 

1. Operating fryers Great American Insurance Company 
Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet 

2. Measuring fry quantities The Snook Tables 

3. Fry scoop tool evaluation The California OSHA and NIOSH Tool 
Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

4. Tongs tool evaluation The California OSHA and NIOSH Tool 
Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

5. Chili and cheese sauce distribution The Great American Insurance Company 
Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet 

6. Ladle tool evaluation The California OSHA and NIOSH Tool 
Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

7. Restocking food-prep freezer Revised NIOSH Lifting Equations 

The Snook Tables 

8. Cold bar and sandwich building The Great America Insurance Company 
Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet 

9. Hamburger patty manipulation The Great America Insurance Company 
Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet 

10. Spatula tool evaluation The California OSHA and NIOSH Tool 
Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

11. Chili dog building The Great American Insurance Company 
Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet 

12. Restocking the cold bar refrigerator Revised NIOSH Lifting Equations 

The Snook Tables 

13. Grill scraper tool evaluation The California OSHA and NIOSH Tool 
Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 
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Presentation of Collected Data 

 Data collection was completed by utilizing qualitative and quantitative assessments tools 

and include the Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet, the 

California OSHA and NIOSH Checklist for Hand Tool Selection, the Revised NIOSH Lifting 

Equation, the Snook Tables, photographs, a tape measure and a goniometer. The results of the 

data collection are presented below and completed assessments forms may be found in the 

appendices of this study. 

 The Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet.  

The Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet was completed 

for five tasks which include the operating fryers, chili and cheese sauce distribution, cold bar and 

sandwich building, hamburger patty manipulation, and chili dog building.  Tasks were analyzed 

by completing nine sections of The Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task 

Analysis Worksheet which assessed repetition, posture, vibration, reach/proper height, force, 

static loading/fatigue, pressure/contact stress/repeated impacts, lifting/material handling, and 

environmental stressors.  Risk factors were scored as either ideal (meaning hazards are within 

acceptable limits), warning level (meaning there is a potential concern), or take action (meaning 

that corrective action needs to be taken).  Table 2 below summarizes the total quantities of risk 

factors per category and per task that were identified at the take-action level.  Consequently, 

take-action level risk factors represent ergonomic hazards that should be addressed with 

corrective actions.   

 The ergonomic analysis completed utilizing the Great American Insurance Company 

Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet identified 38 risk factors for five tasks.  The results 

revealed that risk factors involving reach/proper height and posture were the most prevalent 
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while zero vibration hazards were identified.  Four of the five tasks possessed between six and 

eight risk factors, and 11 hazards were identified at the cold bar and sandwich building 

workstation.  The largest proportion of risk factors for posture (3) and reach (3) related 

categories were identified at the cold bar and sandwich building workstation.  Consequently, the 

cold bar and sandwich-building task may present the greatest amount of ergonomic risk.   

 Categories of material handling and the environment received the third and fourth most 

commonly identified risks respectively.  Accounting for the second and third most ergonomically 

hazardous tasks were the hamburger patty manipulation and the fryer operation activities with 

six and seven hazards being identified respectively.   The results concluded risk factors were 

prevalent throughout all five tasks, and there was a need to mitigate workstation characteristics 

such as required employee reaches, workstation heights, and environmental risk factors.  The 

completed Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheets are 

located in Appendix D. 
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Table 2 

Total Number of Take Action Risk Factors 

 Operating 
fryers 

Chili/cheese 
sauce 
distribution 

Cold bar/ 
sandwich 
building 

Hamburger 
patty 
manipulation 

Chili dog 
building 

Total 
quantity 
of risk 
factors 

Repetition 0 0 1 1 0 2 

Posture 1 2 3 1 2 9 

Vibration 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Reach/Proper 
Height 

2 1 3 3 2 11 

Force 1 1 0 0 0 2 

Static 
Loading/Fatigue 

0 0 1 1 0 2 

Contact Stress 1 1 1 0 0 3 

Material 
Handling 

1 0 1 1 1 4 

Environment 1 1 1 1 1 5 

Total quantity 
of risk factors 
per task 

7 6 11 8 6 38 

 The California OSHA and NIOSH Checklist for Hand Tool Selection.   The 

California OSHA and NIOSH checklist for Hand Tool Selection was utilized to evaluate five 

tools which are utilized within the grill and fried food preparation workstations at Restaurant 

XYZ.  The California OSHA and NIOSH checklist for Hand Tool Selection was completed for 

activities that utilized the fry scoop, tongs, ladle, spatula, and grill scraper.  The checklist asked 

eleven questions and required the researcher to answer yes or no.  A yes answer denoted the tool 

is ergonomically sufficient in the examined category while a no answer signified there was a 

potential hazard.  The eleven questions asked concerned handle characteristics, pinch and power 
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grip of the user, and the operator’s postures while utilizing the equipment.  Table 3 below 

summarizes the risk factors identified for the completed California OSHA and NIOSH checklist 

for Hand Tool Selection forms.  Identified risks factors were denoted with an X in the columns 

for each represented tool in Table 3.  The completed California OSHA and NIOSH checklist for 

Hand Tool Selection forms are located in Appendix E. 

 The ergonomic analysis which was completed for five tools utilizing the California 

OSHA and NIOSH checklist for Hand Tool Selection revealed the existence of eleven risk 

factors for the five evaluated tools.  The results indicated that the same risk factor was present on 

multiple tools twice.  All tools were lacking a non-slip textured handle, which may be essential 

for usage around equipment containing kitchen oil and grease.  Two tools did not have a handle 

made of soft material to reduce exposure to repetitive contact stress.  All identified risk factors 

related to the tool handles, including one hazard that was additionally associated with the 

researcher’s posture while operating the equipment.  The researcher was not able to maintain his 

wrist in a neutral position while operating the ladle and thus required 20 degrees of wrist flexion.  

The California OSHA and NIOSH checklist for Hand Tool Selection results revealed risk factors 

were present while operating all evaluated tools and displayed a potential need to correct tool 

materials and usage procedures at Restaurant XYZ. 
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Table 3 

Existence of Tool Evaluation Risk Factors  

 Fry 
scoop 

Tongs Ladle Spatula Grill 
scraper 

For double-handle tools used for power tasks: Is 

the grip span at least 2 inches when closed and no 

more than 3 ½ inches when open? 

    X 

Is the tool handle without sharp edges or finger 

grooves? 

  X   

Is the tool handle coated with soft material?  X   X 

Can the tool be used while keeping your wrist 

straight? 

  X   

Can the tool be used with your dominant hand or 

with either hand? 

X     

Does the tool handle have a non-slip surface? X X X X X 

 Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation.  Revised NIOSH lifting equations were calculated to 

examine four movements of boxes at Restaurant XYZ.  The analyzed movements occurred while 

stocking the prep-freezer and cold bar fridge with fries and hamburger patties respectively.  The 

Revised NIOSH lifting equation assisted with calculating a recommended weight limit (RWL) 

and aids in quantifying the extent of exposure by utilizing a Lifting Index (LI) as discussed in 

Chapter III.  Variables included in the Revised NIOSH lifting equation included a load constant 

(51 pounds), horizontal multiple (HM), vertical multiplier (VM), distance multiplier (DM), 

asymmetric multiplier (AM), frequency multiplier (FM), and a coupling multiplier (CM).  

Details of the incorporated variables were discussed more in depth in Chapter III.  Table 4 below 
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defined the Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation, summarized results for each variable used in the 

different movements, and identified the RWL and the LI suggested for safe transfer of the 

product boxes.  Data collected for the revised NIOSH lifting equations were found in Appendix 

F. 

 The results of the four revised NIOSH lifting equation calculations revealed that all four 

movements exceeded the recommended weight limit.  Given the inputted risk factors, the fry 

boxes should not exceed a weight of 9.38 pounds and 11.89 pounds for fry box lifts one and two 

respectively.  The hamburger patty boxes should not exceed a weight of 9.73 pounds and 4.86 

pounds for lifts one and two respectively.  The fry and patty box exceeded at least twice the 

recommended limit in all movements, signifying a potential of a musculoskeletal injury to occur.  

The lifting index for patty box lift two was measured at 4.86, and thus indicates that the box 

weight was nearly five times greater than the recommended limit. The results of the revised 

NIOSH lifting equations revealed a need for ergonomic improvement for material handling. 
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Table 4 

Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation Results 

LC x HM x VM x DM x AM x FM x CM= RWL 

51 x (10/H) x 1-(.0075 [V-30]) x .82+(1.8/D) x 1-(.0032A) x FM x CM= RWL 

 LC HM VM DM AM FM CM RWL (LI) 

Fry box lift 1: Lowering box from 
shelf to researcher’s grasp 

51 .417 .835 1.07 .997 .55  .90 9.38 lbs 

(3.84) 

Fry box lift 2: Lowering box from 
researcher’s grasp to floor 

51 .625 .874 .865 .997 .55  .95 11.89 lbs  

(3.02) 

Patty box lift 1: Lifting box from 
floor to researcher’s grasp 

51 .625 .874 .865 .997 .45  .90 9.73 lbs 

(2.06) 

Patty box lift 2: Lowering box 
from researcher’s grasp to shelf 
height 

51 .270 .874 .880 .997 .45  .90 4.86 

(4.11) 

 
The Snook Tables.  The Liberty Mutual Snook Tables were utilized to examine three 

tasks at the grilled and fried food preparation workstations at Restaurant XYZ.  The three tasks 

which were analyzed included measuring fries, restocking the prep-freezer, and restocking the 

cold-bar refrigerator.  The Snook tables considered numerous variables to determine a 

percentage of a population that is capable of performing a task.  Variables that were utilized 

included the weight of the object, the lift or lower distance, hand distance in front of the body, 

hand height, carry distance, frequency, force, and the height at which the task was completed.  

As discussed in Chapter III, at least 75% of a population should be able to complete any task to 

adequately accommodate a diverse workplace environment.  The analysis was completed by 

collecting applicable workstation and product characteristics and examining the appropriate 

Snook Tables to determine the acceptable parameters for male and female populations.  Results 
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of the analysis revealed that all movements were within acceptable parameters to accommodate 

greater than 90 percent of the male population.  The results of the female population analysis 

varied based on the task which was assessed. 

 Measuring fries required the researcher to pour the contents of a six-pound bag into a 

bowl to measure individual servings.  The workstation was 54 inches from the ground to the 

bowl which was sitting on a scale, and required a lifting distance of 20 inches to pour the 

contents.  The distance from the bag to the researcher was seven inches.  The frequency of this 

task was between one and five minutes per repetition.  The applicable Snook Tables for this 

analysis were 2M for males and 3F for females.  The results of the analysis concluded that 

measuring fries did not present any ergonomic risk factors.  The object weights provided on table 

2M do not decline below 28 pounds; consequently, the task may be assumed as achievable for 

greater than 90 percent of the male population.  The six-pound object weight parameter was 

provided on Table 3F for females.  Results of female population analysis revealed that greater 

than 90 percent of the population could complete the movement regardless of repetition and 

lifting distance parameters discussed in the Snook Tables. 

The prep-freezer was a multi-level stand-up unit which stored product immediately 

before cooking.  Restocking required product to be carried from a larger unit to the prep-freezer.  

Products stored in the prep-freezer weighed between six and 36 pounds.  Products were required 

to be held seven inches away from the body and were lifted a distance of 30 inches.  The analysis 

was completed utilizing the top rack of the freezer which is situated 52 inches above the floor.  

The Snook Table parameters were examined for the minimum and maximum weight of product 

stored in the freezer as a result of a non-standardized approach for product placement.  Bags that 

were six pounds and/or boxes that are 36 pounds may be placed on the top shelf of the prep-
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freezer, depending on the restocking employee’s physical characteristics and comfort level.  

Tables 2M and 2F were utilized to complete the analysis for both male and female populations 

respectively.   

The results of the examination revealed that the fry bag weight of six pounds was less 

than the minimum object weight parameters provided in table 2M and 2F of the Snook Tables.  

Consequently, the task may be assumed to be completed by greater than 90 percent of both male 

and female populations.  The Snook Table analysis of identical parameters with a 36-pound box 

revealed a potential ergonomic hazard to the female population, although greater than 90 percent 

of the male population could perform the associated lift with minimal injury-based risk.  

According the Snook Tables, 35-pound lift, which was carried out once every eight hours, 

accommodated between 52 and 66 percent of the female population, depending on a 20 or 30-

inch vertical lifting distance.  Conversely, the 36-pound lift may be accomplished by greater than 

90% of the male population in an eight hour shift regardless of lifting distance.  The majority of 

movements analyzed were within acceptable limits; however, there was a potential for employee 

injury and a need for corrective action when lifting larger products to the top shelf of the prep-

freezer. 

A cold-bar refrigerator was located below the sandwich building workstation and 

required periodic restocking of products for quick access to food items.  The largest item stored 

in the cold-bar refrigerator was a 42-pound case of cheese slices.  Restocking the cheese case 

required the researcher to lower the box to the rack on the bottom of the refrigerator, which is ten 

inches off the ground.  The box was held seven inches away from the body, the lowering 

distance was 20 inches, and the frequency of the task is one repetition in an eight-hour period.  

Tables 4M and 4F were utilized to complete the analysis of this lowering activity.  Results of the 
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examination revealed that greater than 90 percent of the male population was capable of 

completing the task while 76 to 89 percent of the female population was capable of completing 

the task which depended on the lowering distance.  The Snook Table results for the cold-bar 

restocking task concluded that a majority of the female and male populations were capable of 

lowering the cheese box into the cold bar refrigerator; consequently, the task did not pose a 

significant risk of injury for Restaurant XYZ employees. 

 Quantitative measures.  Quantitative measurements of workstation parameters were 

collected utilizing a tape measure and goniometer.  Table 5 below lists the fried and grilled food 

preparation workstation characteristics which were measured during data collection and 

summarized corresponding dimensions of the workstation with anthropometric data required to 

complete the task.  Heights were measured from the floor to the lowest required grasp, and 

depths were measured from the front of the workstation to the longest necessary reach.   

Quantitative measurements were analyzed by comparing anthropometric data to qualitative 

evaluation results, such as the Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis 

Worksheet, and recommendations were made based on identified risk factors.  Quantitative 

analysis revealed potential risk factors relating to shoulder and spinal flexion and presented a 

need to correct several workstation reach and height requirements.  These results were similar to 

conclusions which were reached during the preceding qualitative analysis, and the associated 

recommendations are discussed in Chapter V. 
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Table 5 

Quantitative Workstation Measurements 

Workstation characteristic Dimension Anthropometric data 

Chili and cheese steam pan Height: 51 ½ inches 

Depth: 20 inches 

Shoulder extension: 70 degrees 

Spinal flexion: 0 degrees 

Wrist flexion: 90 degrees 

Radial Deviation: 10 degrees 

Fry scale Height: 54 inches 

Depth: 26 ½ inches 

Shoulder extension: 20 degrees 

Spinal flexion: 45 degrees 

Fryer handle Height: 45 inches 

Depth: 5 inches 

Wrist flexion: 90 degrees 
(moving fries to pan) 

Ulnar Deviation: 15 degrees 

Fry pan Weight: 2.4 pounds 

Height: 39 ½ inches 

Depth: 7 inches 

Wrist extension: 90 degrees 
(holding fry pan) 

Overhead shelf Height: 65 ¼ inches 

Depth: 15 inches 

Shoulder extension: 115 degrees 

Spinal flexion: 0 degrees 

Grill Height: 36 inches 

Depth: 29 inches  

Shoulder extension: 70 degrees 

Spinal flexion: 28 degrees 

Cold-bar workstation Height: 39 ½ inches 

Depth: 31 inches 

Shoulder extension: 90 degrees 

Spinal flexion: 45 degrees 

Cold-bar refrigerator Height: 10 inches (to 
bottom) 

Depth: 28 ¾ inches 

Shoulder extension: 45 degrees 

Spinal flexion: 90 degrees 

Microwave Height: 69 inches 

Depth: 0 inches 

Shoulder extension: 110 degrees 

Spinal flexion: 0 degrees 

Hot dog steam table Height: 49 ¼ inches 

Depth: 3 inches 

Shoulder extension: 75 degrees 

Spinal flexion: 0 degrees 
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Discussion 

 The results of the ergonomic analysis at Restaurant XYZ relate directly to concepts 

which were discussed in Chapter II.  Collected data suggested that certain food production 

activities Restaurant XYZ exhibited present ergonomic risk factors that may predispose 

employees to musculoskeletal disorders.  Stress placed on the shoulders, the spine, and wrists 

may lead to injury of ligaments, tendons, muscles, and joints of associated structures.  

Furthermore, injury to these structures may result in pathologies such as sprains, strains, carpal 

tunnel, or thoracic outlet syndrome.   

Assessment techniques discussed in Chapter II were successful at identifying ergonomic 

risks factors at Restaurant XYZ.  Qualitative assessment tools were utilized to examine tasks and 

tools for potential risk factors.  The Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task 

Analysis Worksheet identified postural ergonomic exposures to the shoulders, arms, spine, and 

wrists as well as the excessive noise hazards.  Additionally, the Great American Insurance 

Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet was utilized to identify activities associated with 

excessive repetition, and was proficient at detecting contact stress risk factors due to workstation 

characteristics and awkward postures.  The Snook Tables identified risks factors associated with 

certain lifting or lowering tasks while defending current parameters as acceptable for other 

movements.  The Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation assessment tool discussed in Chapter II was 

utilized to identify four lifting or lowering tasks which exceeded the recommended lifting 

weight.  The California OSHA and NIOSH Checklist for Hand Tool Selection was successful in 

identifying risk factors of instruments relating to the handle and unnatural body positions of the 

researcher.  The researcher was able utilize the checklist to identify risk factors relating to the 

handle including lack of a non-slip surface, a narrow grip, presence of sharp edges, and the 
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inability to use either hand for operation.   Quantitative assessment tools including a tape 

measure and goniometer were utilized to collect data on workstation dimensions and joint 

positions respectively.  Anthropometric data and quantitative measurements were successfully 

analyzed and contributed in the identification in the above-mentioned risk factors at Restaurant 

XYZ to determine the amount of stress placed on the body.   
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Chapter V: Conclusions and Recommendations 

The purpose of this study was to analyze the grilled and fried food preparation 

workstations for potential exposures to ergonomic risk factors within Restaurant XYZ.  The 

goals of this study included: 

• Identify the specific tasks that Restaurant XYZ employees perform at the grilled and 

fried food preparation workstations 

• Measure the extent of physical stress that is being placed on the upper extremities, 

lower extremities, and spine of the employees who are performing grilled and fried 

food preparation-related tasks 

• Identify the activities and specific risk factors that are placing the grilled and fried 

food preparation employees at risk of developing MSDs  

 The goals of this study were met by utilizing qualitative and quantitative assessment 

tools.  Tasks were identified and qualitative methodologies were applied to each activity for 

analysis.  Qualitative assessment tools that were utilized included the Great American Insurance 

Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet, the Snook Tables and the Revised NIOSH 

Lifting Equation.  Tools utilized at the grilled and fried food preparation workstations were 

identified and the California OSHA and NIOSH Checklist for Hand Tool Selection form was 

completed for each instrument during the analysis process.  The researcher videotaped and 

collected pictures of himself performing the tasks for eventual postural and repetition-based 

quantitative analysis. A goniometer was utilized to measure joint positions during various tasks 

and a tape measure was utilized to calculate workstations characteristics.  The quantitative and 

qualitative assessment tools allowed the researcher to accomplish the goals of this study. 
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Conclusions 

The following conclusions were made as a result of completing the ergonomic analysis 

for the grill and fried food preparation workstations at restaurant XYZ. 

• Operating fryers.  The Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis 

Worksheet completed for the fryer operation revealed the identification of ergonomic 

hazards associated with positions required for the wrists, shoulders, and arms as well 

as the weight of the fry pan, repetitive movements, noise exposures, and bodily 

contact stress.  In order to move the fries from the fry basket to the pan, 90 degrees of 

wrist flexion is required.  The researcher was required to reach with an outstretched 

arm to manipulate items located on the overhead shelf at a 45-degree angle.  Both 

actions were identified at the take action level of the Great American Insurance 

Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet.  Both tasks are repetitive in nature, 

which consequently increases the risk of the operator developing musculoskeletal 

disorders.  Ergonomic analysis revealed the recommended weight of the fry pan 

should not exceed one pound for items requiring manipulation more than twenty 

times per hour.  The current weight of the fry pan is 2.4 pounds and the manual 

manipulation of this tool exceeds twenty times per hour.  Contact between the 

operator’s body and the workstation occurred while reaching to dispense the cooked 

fries and consequently was identified at the take action level for the contact stress risk 

factor.  The contact stress risk factor is present in part due to the 26-½” reach required 

to manipulate the scale.  Ergonomic improvement should be incorporated into this 

task to reduce exposure to risk factors such as reaching, contact stress, and repetition. 
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• Measuring fry quantities.  The ergonomic analysis which was completed with the 

Snook Tables for measuring the weight of the fries indicated the minimal presence of 

risk factors.  Six-pound bags may be safety lifted to the scale by both male and 

female populations regardless of repetition of the task or vertical lifting distance.   

• Fry scoop tool evaluation.  The results of the completed California OSHA and 

NIOSH Checklist for Hand Tool Selection form for the fry scoop concluded that this 

tool possesses two risk factors.  The fry scoop did not possess a non-slip handle and 

thus a textured slip-resistant handle may be beneficial due to the high amount of 

grease and oil that may spill as a result of preparing food.   A slip-resistant handle 

would likely allow the associated food service employee to properly operate the fry 

scoop.  The lack of a slip-resistant handle was identified as a risk factor for all five 

tool evaluations which resulted in identical conclusions and will therefore only be 

mentioned once.  The fry scoop handle is in a fixed and non-adjustable position, 

which makes fry scoop operations exclusively feasible with the right hand and thus 

creates a repetitive motion hazard for employees who desire to utilize this tool with 

the left hand.  Employees may feel comfortable and be more efficient as a result of 

operating equipment with a left hand, and operating the fry scoop in an unnatural 

position with only one hand may increase the risk of developing a MSD. 

• Evaluation of the tongs tool.  The results of the completed California and NIOSH 

Checklist for Hand Tool Selection form concluded that the tongs utilized by 

Restaurant XYZ possess two risk factors which are associated with the metal handle 

of the tongs.  The tongs do not possess a soft material for the handle as well as a slip-

resistant surface.  A soft material may prevent contact stress exposure to the hand as a 
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result of frequent use of the tongs.  Exposure to the above-mentioned risk factors may 

be effectively reduced by replacing the tongs with an alternative which incorporates 

posture and/or hand grip qualities. 

• Chili and cheese sauce distribution evaluation.  The results of an analysis on the chili 

and cheese sauce distribution task concluded there were six risk factors present at the 

take action level with regard to the Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic 

Task Analysis Worksheet.  The researcher was observed performing the task while 

rotating his cervical spine 30 degrees to the right while incurring 45 degrees of spinal 

flexion to access the chili and cheese sauce steamtable. Ninety degrees of wrist 

flexion was required while operating the ladle.  These positions are out of the ideal 

parameters according to the Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task 

Analysis Worksheet and thus place the individual at risk of a developing a 

musculoskeletal disorder.  While the ladle handle is within the parameters set forth by 

the California OSHA and NIOSH Checklist for Hand Tool Selection form, the 

instrument did not fit the researcher’s entire hand and thus was identified at the take 

action level with regard to the Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task 

Analysis Worksheet.  Contact stress was identified as a risk factor at the take action 

level due to the reach of 20 inches required to access the chili and cheese steamtable.  

The research’s legs were positioned against the front of the workstation in order to 

access the steamtable and may constitute a contact stress risk due to the repetitiveness 

of the task.  Thus, the continuous use of unnatural positions coupled with task 

repetitions may place fried-food preparation workstation employees at risk of 

developing an injury. 
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• Ladle tool evaluation.  The tool evaluation on the ladle identified three risk factors.  

The tool handle possessed sharp edges on either side of the grip, which could result in 

a contact stress exposure.  The ladle required the researcher to experience 30 degrees 

of wrist flexion while gripping the handle.  Ideally, the wrists should remain in a 

reasonably neutral position while operating tools/equipment.  The above-mentioned 

non-slip surface of the handle was the third identified risk factor.  Redesigning the 

ladle or replacing the instrument with an ergonomically supportive tool should be 

considered to reduce exposure to the above-mentioned risk factors. 

• Evaluation of restocking food-prep freezer.  Two Revised NIOSH Lifting Equations 

were completed for restocking the food-prep freezer indicated that the 36-pound fry 

box exceeded the recommended weight limit as a result of the inputted parameters 

which were presented in Chapter IV.  The recommended weight limit to remove the 

fry box from the large storage freezer to the researcher’s grasp is 9.38 pounds.  The 

recommendation weight limit to lower the 36-pound fry box from the researcher’s 

grasp to the floor was 11.89 pounds.  The Snook Table analysis completed for 

restocking the prep-food freezer concluded that greater than 90 percent of both male 

and female populations are capable of lifting the 6-pound fry bags into the food-prep 

freezer as a result of the inputted parameters which are presented in Chapter IV.  

However, only 52 to 66 percent of the female population are capable of lifting the 36-

pound fry box to the top shelf in the food-prep freezer while utilizing the inputted 

parameters discussed in Chapter IV.  Consequently, this task does not accommodate 

the recommended 75 percent of the workforce, and an ergonomic hazard may exist if 

administrative practices dictate that the 36-pound box must be placed on the top shelf. 
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• Cold-bar and sandwich building.  The Great American Insurance Company 

Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet completed for the cold-bar and sandwich-

building workstation identified nine risk factors at the take action level which may 

place Restaurant XYZ employees at risk of developing musculoskeletal disorders.  

The cold-bar and sandwich building task contained ergonomic hazards relating to 

repetition and static loading of the muscles.  A large proportion of the task involved 

reaching for food items to place on a sandwich bun, which utilized awkward positions 

including a 45-degree outstretched arm, 90 degrees wrist flexion, and a 45-degree 

flexed neck.  All positions were identified at the take action level of the Great 

American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet.  The 

researcher’s legs were in contact with the workstation while reaching for cold-bar 

products which presents a contact stress risk factor.  Sandwich wrappers are located 

on a 65- ¼” overhead shelf which requires shoulder extension of 115 degrees to 

reach.  Wrappers are reached for every sandwich and thus result in a repetitive 

manual handling hazard at the take action level.  The researcher was required to rotate 

the cervical portion of his spine 35 degrees to the right in order to reach for sandwich 

buns from the toaster which was identified at the take action level.  Engineering 

controls such as redesigning the workstation should be considered to reduce the 

awkward posture and repetition ergonomic risk factors associated with this task. 

• Hamburger patty manipulation.  Risk factors relating to hamburger patty 

manipulation were associated with operations at the grill and cold-bar refrigerator.  

Repetition, static loading, and recurring materials handling risks were identified for 

activities associated with manipulating patties at the grill and lifting hamburgers out 
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of the refrigerator.  Patties are stored in the cold-bar refrigerator below the 

workstation and are required to be lifted to the grill following order placement.  

Repetitive lifting of hamburger patties requires squatting for greater than a total of 

three hours a day or bending with spinal flexion of 80 degrees to access the 

refrigerator.  Operating the grill requires a reach of 70 degrees with an outstretched 

arm to manipulate the farthest patties and 90 degrees of wrist flexion to flip patties.  

Ergonomic improvements should be incorporated into this task to reduce the lifting 

and reaching risk factors. 

• Spatula tool evaluation.  Tool evaluation completed for the spatula identified the 

above-mentioned lack of a non-slip handle as the only risk factor.  The spatula did 

appear to have a non-slip grip in the past but was worn to the point of no longer 

possessing textured and adhesive properties.  The risk factor may be reduced by 

replacing this equipment with a tool which incorporates a non-slip ergonomically 

designed handle. 

• Chili dog building evaluation.  An analysis which was completed on the chili dog 

building task identified the presence of six risk factors relating to the operation of the 

microwave and manipulating the buns.  Chili dog buns are located on a shelf below 

the workstation and require 20 degrees of cervical rotation and 25 degrees of 

thoracic/lumbar spine flexion to one side.  Both items are identified at the take action 

level of the Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis 

Worksheet.  The microwave is located on an overhead shelf with a height of 69 

inches and requires 110 degrees of shoulder extension and neck extension of ten 

degrees to operate.  Ergonomic improvements such as redesigning the overall layout 
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of the workstation should be considered to reduce the excessive reaching and 

awkward posture risk factors associated with this task. 

• Evaluation of restocking the cold bar refrigerator.  Two Revised NIOSH Lifting 

Equations completed for restocking the cold bar refrigerator indicated that the 20-

pound hamburger patty box exceeded the recommended weight limits while utilizing 

the inputted parameters which were presented in Chapter IV.  The recommended 

weight limit to lift the hamburger patty box from the floor to the researcher’s waist 

level was 9.73 pounds.  The recommended weight limit to lower the hamburger patty 

box from the researcher’s waist level to the bottom shelf of the refrigerator was 4.86 

pounds.  The Snook Table analysis for restocking the cold bar refrigerator concluded 

that no risk factors were present while manipulating the 42-pound case of cheese 

while utilizing the inputted parameters discussed in Chapter IV.  Greater than 90 

percent of the male population and 76 to 89 percent of the female population were 

capable of restocking the cold-bar refrigerator with the 42-pound case of cheese while 

utilizing the inputted parameters discussed in Chapter IV.  The Snook Table analysis 

concluded the task is able to accommodate greater than 75 percent of both male and 

female populations while utilizing the inputted parameters.  Consequently restocking 

the cold bar refrigerator presents a potential ergonomic risk for employees and 

Restaurant XYZ should exercise caution when performing this task.  This potential 

hazard may be reduced by utilizing a lift-assistant device manipulate materials. 

• Grill scraper tool evaluation.  The tool evaluation performed on the grill scraper 

identified three risk factors.  The handle width did not meet the required two inches as 

discussed in the California OSHA and NIOSH Checklist for Hand Tool Selection.  
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The handle of the scraper was metal and was not a soft material which increased the 

risk of contact stress concerns.  The Scraper handle did not possess a non-slip surface 

similar to all five tools evaluated at Restaurant XYZ.  Exposure to ergonomic risk 

factors associated with the grill scraper appear to be significant and thus may be 

reduced by redesigning the tool or substituting the equipment with an instrument 

which incorporates an ergonomically supportive handle. 

• Noise.  Noise produced at the grilled and fried food preparation workstations was 

identified at the take action level for all five tasks evaluated due to the sound created 

by equipment. The take-action level parameter discussed in the Great American 

Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet was defined as an 

environment exceeding the capability to carry on a conversation.   During business 

hours, employee and customer conversation may additionally contribute to noise and 

thus increase the risk to the development of hearing loss. 

Recommendations 

The above-mentioned conclusions result a need to control the identified ergonomic 

hazards that exist at Restaurant XYZ.  Following are various engineering and administrative-

based techniques which should be considered in order to mitigate and prevent future hazards and 

ergonomic risk factors: 

• It is recommended that Restaurant XYZ purchase adjustable height workstations 

where feasible.  Workstations which can be lowered and raised are capable of 

accommodating the heights of all employees, and thus reduce the contact stress risk 

factor as well as hazardous shoulder and spine positions required to reach for items at 

the cheese and chili sauce steamtable, fryers, grill, cold-bar, and chili dog steamtable 
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workstation surfaces.  Workstations should be adjustable between the heights of 34 

and 45 inches in order accommodate at least 95% of the female and male workforce.  

Training on proper use of adjustable workstations should be provided to employees. 

• It is recommended that shelving units be utilized at several workstation surfaces to 

avoid overhead reaching required to manipulate food packaging items stored on the 

overhead shelf.  Fry pouches, sandwich wrappers, chili dog containers, and soufflé 

cups are stored on the overhead shelf.  These packaging items should be stored in a 

manner that does not require employees to reach overhead.  Shelving units should not 

exceed a height of 53 inches in order to accommodate female and male populations as 

presented in the Liberty Mutual Snook Tables. 

• It is recommended that a 4-step stool be utilized to reach overhead items when 

needed.  The stool should be utilized in a manner which does not require employees 

to reach overhead and thus a 4-step stool will accommodate the variety of male and 

female employee heights in the workforce. 

• It is recommended that the microwave be lowered to countertop height.  Lowering the 

microwave to countertop height would allow all employees to operate the microwave 

without stresses being placed on the arms as a result of reaching overhead.  The 

microwave should be utilized at the above-mentioned shoulder height or between 53 

and 57 inches. 

• It is recommended that Restaurant XYZ purchase fry scoops, tongs, ladles, spatulas, 

and grill scrapers which possess non-slip and soft material handles to minimize the 

risk of contact stress as well as promote a neutral posture of the associated 

employees’ wrists, forearms, elbows and shoulders.  
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• It is recommended that Restaurant XYZ purchase fry scoops which can be utilized by 

either hand to accommodate both left and right-handed employees. 

• It is recommended that Restaurant XYZ purchase a fry pan which weighs less than 

one pound to reduce ergonomic risk factors associated with repetition. 

• It is recommended that Restaurant XYZ purchase an adjustable height materials 

handling cart to restock the prep-freezer and the cold-bar refrigerator.  A materials 

handling cart would reduce the distance employees need to lift or lower containers 

such as fry, hamburger patty, and cheese boxes. The cart should be a capable of being 

lowered to 34 inches and being raised to 45 inches to accommodate the heights of 

female and male populations as mentioned above and discussed in the Liberty Mutual 

Snook Tables. 

• It is recommended a shelving unit be purchased to store several packages of chili dog 

buns and be placed next to the chili dog steam table.  This will reduce the amount of 

times employees are required to flex the spine to reach for buns and thus limit the 

associated spinal flexion which is required to complete the task.  The shelving unit 

should be utilized between 53 and 57 inches to accommodate male and female 

populations as discussed in the Liberty Mutual Snook tables. 

• It is recommended that restaurant XYZ standardize placement of frozen items in the 

food-prep freezer based on weight in order to accommodate the greatest proportion of 

the diverse male and female workforce.  Heavy items should be placed between 

heights of 28 and 57 inches or the lowest female knuckle height and tallest male 

shoulder height respectively as presented in the Liberty Mutual Snook Tables.  The 

heaviest items should be placed on a shelf which is waist level while the lightest 
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items placed on the top or bottom shelves.  Furthermore, training should occur on 

correct food placement and shelves should be labeled to ensure proper organization of 

the freezer.   

• It is recommended that a two-hour work rotation schedule be utilized at the cold-bar 

and sandwich building workstation when feasible to reduce risk factors associated 

with high repetitive tasks such as reaches which are required for sandwich building.  

• It is recommended that employees operating the fried-food workstation be trained and 

provided the opportunity to move the chili and cheese sauce steamtable and the fry 

scale to an acceptable distance of between seven to fifteen inches away from the 

body.  Both height and reach-based individual physical characteristics will dictate the 

distance.  Employees should move the steamtable and scale to a distance not to 

exceed 15 inches that does not require spine flexion.  

Areas of Further Research 

This study focused on ergonomic analysis of the grilled and fried food preparation 

workstations.  Consequently, there is a potential for research to occur in additional areas of 

Restaurant XYZ.  The additional areas of research include the following: 

• Quantifying the noise exposure which exists at Restaurant XYZ. 

• The ergonomic stressors associated with the tasks of operating tills, making desserts, 

and cleaning. 

• Material handling during deliveries and the existence of ergonomic exposure. 

• The extent of musculoskeletal disorders which exist at Restaurant XYZ by means of 

examining a symptom survey. 
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Appendix A: Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis Worksheet 
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1'l. ~ .,__1_.1t1J ..,. ~Un,~ .,f ,-z._p_.,.J,\ .. J..,. ..-ur"'l u,..!iQ 22& Pu,11 .. "J "' ...,m,.., IUUh• ., ... ,. 

wts OT miteriab cart> pe, shift- socw,., shift 

23. !light force u 1oqu1rl'l tl> 23M'1odellb! fotte u r"!Uued 238. H~h fore, is reqnr,d b> 
puh o qruU ,_ m ,uurials to push o, pell cam or push or pull matITTals-
PJ:dffn,g j~ fW"GfmGd O'A,- nukn;lls. 

p.1 llill!! objects. 

,, 
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EnviTOmnent 
rd.~ fnnling level - Jltcmitor takr Actioo 

Wort. ,..ce Work Pace Worlc P•ce 
2,. Yhrlo-41 hu adoqUJb <Ontrol 1-'A. Wo~( ha'" ,~mt c-orit:rol 2,u w.~ •• hn"" tonin>l 

o,er- work ncai:e. over.-01k DiCe. over worl P-iKL 

Lightlog Lighting l igblng 
l~. r .. lighting •• ad."fUlle z'JA. rht 1.1Jhling ,. ,tiglnly Z51t. Ure lightng u s ignificantly 

fer Ifie w k. tx,o bright OJ too d.rt. too 6right or too di,I, 
r,,, th, las~. for tho wk. 

Temperitui. le.mpe.rihR Temperature 
26. foe t.ml)<'liture is 16A. The WIIJ>ffilWR i> s6ghll.1 26a lh• 1.-fmpefitlJre <> 

comfortal,le. too mid or loo h<>t. sigoifitiotly too cold or 
loo hoL 

Noise Moise. Noise 
n. r&e wod. ar-?J is quie.l !7A. rhe "otlt .,.. i. 21a !he wor• •re• inignifiunt!y 

sliglldy noisy. 11Gisy (too noby to CilfrY on 
• COflvmabJn}. 

Roor Suma, f lo0< s,atue Floer Surface 
28. Dre ftllOring jlllMlies ISA. ri... flooring is 288. !he fu>oring is moci,,,tely 

g,od tracti<n. <lightly slippey ID enremoly slippe,y. 

20. Tk floonns '1f; wfficirntly Z'JA. lh.r P.ooring c:o::itributc; aoa. Tho. flooring conbihut« 
p,d&ed to ..i,.,,. strais sligM mess to the moderat. to mieme stress 
o, b.ick-im!I.Eg£. bachnd leg,. to the brl •nd l'9', 

30. tloor mats ,re pro\Oded to JOA. s t.anding O-SOT. of ti.i>e .308.. Standing more than so:Y. 
reheve stress on back. and Mt/Kut tioor mots or other at bine ~rthout ttoor rrm:s-
legs. Empl<>"Jee c,n •l!.rnot, mei." to relie .. 1: stress M other 111eil'd to retie-ve 
b,tw..,. ~ •nd sanding. on b;rcxanrl ~ .. stress on bod< ;and legs. 

C.ommc•bc ______________________________ _ 

Not.: lie i...ts µovid.d alw• are .tmdil.ld p<,etices whi:& have. b.eo accopt,d or established by ff!OSII, 
OSHA1 ANS11 ~nd othor rcb.bd otg~ni:::atiocu .. 

Dt•,..,,~-~·---• .. •f'ICll..-.. pua,.n=· . ..,.n••~--- h,,_.,'11&!~-_1.:n;a._, a.. .. aa:_rw_._...__.,. _ _._......, •• .,, .. • ....._ _,.,....,,..,,,_., • ., "fllt• .. _,,, __ • 
- n.aae,all(O..C-~-""f---• ............ _..,,,__._lf_,,_,.._~~-----
____ liiim..,_,... ___ ~ _ .,._ _ _ _ ., ___ """" 

•ai.n._.....__._,..°""""..,..,__._. OJUtt_.,. ,,0.1 
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Snmm,ry Wotkshte· ' "'" 
Cocid.ttioc ...... W&nllb; 

1-ol 
l•b 

.t.ffiosi 
l~pdn--
I !er,~-h,~ (r'"'" flidln!K. t1'~r ;r~~ i.i,drt!.'!")' ~~~~if~ 

c;,;rlr. ,rif lt-tt, ... :"S. ll ~I'd!..\ 1 IA rJl 
l'e~r~ 
? ~1'di:\ct ri-h hit,,,: Jltrob; li.;n, 11111 kd-oot! ,~ t'd;.v,d;rrf .-itti k,_. ~tty lt,,nt:-J'*o 1'Encw ~ 

ll'i"'ff :11 llf'd:111 "ma..,tti'UI or t"""'fr"" .-.-i l°Q"I l ~ 1,.;.•l ' y. 111 
l. ~ ~;,;f( mt lqs combbbly JUJpo!~ kd. ft,; 1n fl:K1C/ ft'()( d.. (~ii b.1c:k p.2!b.:IU1 

,f'! ~.#~ ... ~,.. f'il-r-nfl,...,,..,,_.,.:f-...,>f$0 . .. r'i"Jti~!'.-! I-• +,.;r~t-...ri,i-!l-\ 1 J• J8 .. !bl 2";~~~a,d~l:t..~1f~Xl!al'CO;;mbc:,i.$;,r,a,t. 10"'-#'#oi::tioT1£~'M 
•l """' ' 

,. .. 
c...~ Jn:;I ~~ff'._.,N~ f~~l~ • l0'-6:'t·.c-- ih-U'J ' ,1- ,u 
1-lie:iid.snd ~~Ifft-~-- l.Jtmiit:rif. Mr- b:JU-«.'boffF .2(1'_1 ' .cc ,t 
~,,;fl wffll-4-.,,,,_h,.;,...;,..,., IN/"fflff,rif.~1""" .....t.."l;,.,?f"t ' to •D 

!,. ~'-;""'~1,ut~, 1•:1.""fflr lfh.Jnd-.~r• N· ~eiio.·u1h~tohr~'t40",t I SA i8 

' --~ 1-..,,,,,,,~ .. ..,._.,,_,,~. 20' r.-<-3D~od><c"""°""" If 
b,;-,,t .. ;irr --w l;~. 'n.h-~ \ • .. .. 
lfi$b DO'Y! :i:br.~, alnJuf'a6d_ J~ if• ltJ" al.!~ J!I tilnd/~ tabi dot, 1f )Cit. , 'i!J « ' • liJ fflll'l"f b-fa•,1t~. l 

6A .n 

Viltr~,n 
l. i.: hl:n6 OI - vibffl.'!Cn.. ,-.., if' · ,_._o1daws ilnffli._ 1 1 ,. rn 
8. I\,.•"*". - . co. , lrettntor lif ~ «tO'I ir c:o:t.rt.'\ g ... In 
Rudi 
0. Affls~ed ~,&',- !C'd. ~ i f upJD~ :it~~JO!lt.ofiieatpdic,s.fDt~U\:tl 4 •• • •· •• __ •• · . ....~ .- t .\ 0 OA " At11S tild..(&r.rt«tt.sma. ._.d: t1p U 1l! btb.ett1: ·Z..C tift:d/~ 

fu"IP!l~ liia:11 J. tm, ... 14:~,. hlcudh.1 It .acnhxt.1'":0! ~ ~"nuut:e fur oorr.thffl.'J ~-l • oa Ill 
a.-~.,,.__._~ if .0.-Mffl. 11• i» .ZPL•"-- tt W- iidu t,..a."" -C ~"F,!oliit 
a:&., If bd. ~--~d >2S'- 1bo-"" .ca~ ~1 ~(:,. ,.,3 bQ.,.,~ .. s \ 0 « IC 
Jb,-,, •""¥ nC'III litdy. (..,.tr~---~ to,~ 81nJ fin :iodlJ ..t b:,.,u}ily; ta'1 ~ ii el!u,-,a 
.,....lr.'.- r ..... ·• -3t.a;,;/d.o,l • .. .. 

Ill -btUl:ing. ruchqc,rberu(ng, t~..m-,e. (lcm!w-1it'Jlll:St-,;up to '4'.: 01 J..I. a~; 
t:kcdiori-11 .JY « -' 61!119'~"' lO I~ lllA 
~bg/W11dll'lg f,r,-,-,td. (*'-11 bd'QJftg,ffiO'J.115" ~up.to IS 01 2',,4 ~ Cit •)O' b 
...(l!-1" .... .,J-.'.'lf.Ls~: k£: ~ii .,n• u ...( tit,~h-fflnib « .-2 .l!t· " ·'· w.W !I)" ...- l 10 !C!I 1~6 
i;udwi1WQ1\cmi1111 U Ur JW_ ~ it tJP la 2(1' • 1-l '~ wi:mr. fdt' D.11 rf ,.'¥J at il 
th:--}nmt.d JO )QC_ Ill( 

N t e!'. 
IL Oij:,t~ Ji~ ~ N.sd 'floel4h Id: ltt.:si one~ ( H,tt?or f c,~ ~ , 1 lh....tr: tf".ed up ID 2::1 

ti_,.....__._, JJ:ii:,«;,o.,i: 1fO*("l..= -ii;~ ,.J l!i.« l:.ftffli;,o,::wn>.:lQ~~} 11 IIA nn 
11.. ~ch ~i?\ed \f U!r .to.dc ~h lea iN;a 5. ~ (}bttTo,tToby.d::s. cip ~,; & « i!.lft.9 omio up 

bl6n:llei'1-.Qll.P"!w-ocl~ili: • .. ' , Mi&.:,li.'ftirino«l'Jrs •~ ' \ n UA 1'"11 
D. lir pifld) gip U*-~of cmdJ ff Ml.n • lllrs.. cf focc .W. l'ICDl)l\ il:,irtdt g:ipwitfl ./. lid. of 

ftt:.r: ~ us,,!' u w n, 
_.fl\"ldi..-i,.W-.f.N_...._if~1'!1.11b.e~i W...«fiieit9~ ..... ~\ ll '"' UD 

u .. ,-_.5'"r1a1...i ....U-.-~(~;fp-,_;,...e.- LObL.llln;-.-...--4•"---"'"*-fcna 
is• m-_:!i:bt.lltfm'ifrwr•n"""'w.!h •lDtb.. btw:s~»d n:in'..11111 JObtioJ bn;,t-11,li llll,) IA , ... l'U ,.,_ {c:,: lt.:1~ ~ tn::o,et. t.!!b-_... 11 t.hUab (llctrcl:. td,.c cb:111 lf h..-q:s1s 1 CDd:,:ol.~ " 15A i.o 

1{. 'btz 01 :;c h4.e ~ ~d&i bn&s (M.inl!C(if ~ 2tt: i.b:2s:lt hle Mb:wJ -l~att: ,l'O 
~ OI ~ :z:,na:~ forge..; u l!.t 1£a 

IP. Cbwie:t.do ~~b:i:.!' ,MJ!alAtytl.e.~iJ~ air~ktfild: ~~if~ 
li.POO!lu\ ~ 11 11A IJl 

fu&.r·s-... i"!) -' f.lti,» 
1&. CoMbnt pe~ bol « ~ Is. :dd" tc:s u-» '-~ii&.. f.lldr:ib if Md bd.v.,cn 1--10 ~~ ~ 

o::furtif~ .. ,o~, 18 1U. ,. . 
•• l-~1tf.it1U. bd,,k _L!I,.,_.._ t,v..,,;i., ~ ,.t;..Dl. • --· J'* ~ T .co.. .......... ) ,. l<A , .. 
Prci.:littf(•o.-r:St1c:a,/1Jc:pt.11td laf,xts 
lt'-. • oMt:.cli'imp-.:t :L~ ~ If~~ et ~¢ i!. 11:d .:ss hsn,r,er .... 2 boca./day; ,. - ?.!O bl.,-U-1'=....t.,,L~-- _....,_,.__ __ ,__,..J.. .. \ 

-
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Swnm.;uy Wotlulteel u ... 
Cood.iti,.o11. 111.unb,g tab, 

IM.11 i.-r -· lff&9 md ij,tui,ls H>ndlmg 
?L lb tdbng oe lcw-cl'ng of 111tt:ilb. .,libff'bt 1' ~~Ml ~M/« a> oat 1..-.1!1 20 ~; W ~., if 

""""""" ... • .Jt- .... ,.t- ll.. .. )0 ·-- .. 21 ,,. ,.. 
n. lib pu,bftg " pdlin9 <i ..,_,.,,,_ f.llori!o, if F""" -..,polling 10-lil a,u/>MI!: .,.. ad,.,, U ;n,t,iog/pcl""9 

11'111'1: u-.:in ~ catt.w'#l'll't-. I " 
.,. 

lU 
ll. s,;ght ...... _ ... 1o,..,, .. ;,a..i.n.i.. (.Ob,m-11-.:t, ..... s ~ ; .,._ ..... i m,1, 

bq:C;-u~i n nA na 
(nffOm-,c,;ri; 

I ,~ 'lb<.i,, i.., ........ .,,.,,;..., _....._ l*"w"~" """""'"'"'*tu"""'~ ....i,,i.n,.,=t,,\l z, 2'> 2,s 
2S'.. ~ii~&;, tl,etuJ.:,. ("'-"fffDf"if dqhtJvi»o 4:a1c"or .....,_ Cl*~* --·radJ,.• bo i!D!k« ffl:lhl} l, lSA m 
2ib.. fr~ lllt~ con~1<-t. f>f,.,...,..,h;r if d ... H,Ntoc,a,"J:!or h*.1:b~ ~ · ific:1~1rh,o cdd a,-k,l.,' 1G I 1U I l6ll 
11 --.,,. - I•~ #.V-r-f_,... 1, • 1-~,- rd, ••·~o'~n-rf ,.;....,tF~1- •.,,. ~~ ) '1 n, I m 
lS. lnctcin. l#rrtr,, ffftoorina fs s.ti"'--. - .. mki aa- if ~*'111 t., .-It~ d.- ' Z8 I la.I I 21111 
19. ~:-1 U ~~ p.tW to retie:~~ on !i.x1i v.llitir• (l&,m'tor, f ¥~ loti.Mt.alld t~ tol.a 

29 I'll I l9i - b ___ , 

)(I. Root 11:il: n.~ ~ Clll 1!=-k bd.v.ttr. J~ .ud :bubr4 (~ if cmpi\:r.te: is ..'..u-:f1. c:i 
to ilJ"f. nC"1ift wilhcd Rox aim oc 6r~ mid b , b D! ~ lilio- odiot.t if Qrcfug >Sift." • • • lD ~ 30l 
"'~ fbgr c-,b. QI' «i:e' sdJd br b»i: &Cd i., 

.Action Plan 
Today', d.r.r. _______ One 5'>1ution to be- Compl,ted ___________ _ 

lDali<>n/btpartment ______________________ _ 

l<ib/Txk lill•, --------------------------
Evalu.ltor. 

Describe 1150 ;. ptNiouJ 2, m<nt.hs, ---------------------

l~k ______________________________ _ 

SummarJ of PrcblBD' _________________________ _ 

Allem•ti<, Solubon and Cos~-------------------------

Rt<OlllmtllNd Solut .. n, I) fnglnttnnq ------------------

2) Ad,mmstntiVP: _ _________________________ _ 

l ) Use of j)fflOnil pr11tectrve f<IUipl!lfflt ____________________ _ 

O.te 5o!u6an Actuall/ Compl•t,d: _________ Actual Cost ________ _ 

.. __ .,.,....,,,,.,,. ____ ,. __ ....,...,....., ..... ,,___,_" ___ .,,,.,,,.,,a;!'~----
_, .... ....,. __ .:_..._. ___ .,.. ______ .,. __ -'""-"'·----~ ... .. ~-~-.. ---=-~ 

-.-- 'a...,,. .,c-.e...,._-\ .... __._. .. ,.,, ............... _.._ . ... ~,...-·~J't--
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HAM) 

T ABU 1 F • FEIIAli POP\JI.ATION PERCElfT AGES FOR UFTl'IG TASKS 
OllNG BEi.OW ICIIUCIQE HEIGHT (<ZS") 

llSTANCE 1~ IO INCHES I S INCHES 
FREQUENCY 

ONE lFT EVE.RT , .. •• ·- ... • ... •• .. ... "' 15s "'· Im 5m ,. 1J .. ,. . . ,. 
" ,, 1' ,. - ,. 

" .. ,. Ji ,. 
- " r ,. 

21 12 . . . . 
59 ,. . .. . .. . . .. . - . .. . " . - 21 ,. 

" " "' • J1 

- •• " ~ ,. . . . .. . 20 . 

" 
,. . .. JI 

;;; - ui 10 . 11 ,. ., 
0 w "' Q .. 
z " :I: 

,. u ., 
" :::> - 0 " 11 .. " 0 z ,. . . ., . " . . . 

ll. 
., ::::. ,. ,. 11 - . " . . . - w 10 ·~ " " n .. 

I- - 0 "' " .. ., 
:I: .. z ,. •• n n 1J ., 
(!) <( "' " ,. "' " 

,. 17 11 . 
w - I- ,. ,. .. " ~ " 

Cl) ,. 
" 2l ,. ,. 11 ,. • 0 

. . . 
10 71 z, ,. 

" 
., .. " " . 

I- - (!) (.) 211 u ,. ,. n I] .. 
w JI z ,. •• 12 .. .. D II .. 1, ...., ;::: "' "' n ,. "' "' .. ,. 12 ,. ,. 
m - u. ,. 11 ff ,. 11 .. 11 21 .. . 
0 35 ::::; ,. .. " .. .. ., n ,. V ,. .. . 

- ,. .. '1 "' 
.., .. 2> " J> .. ., 13 ,. l1 lll .. • .. .,_ .. ,. 

" "' J2 ,. JI 0 .. .. . .. ,. JI "' .. 18 .. " .. .. Iii . n 11 0 .. 11 12 22 - 21 .. 0 .. .. • l1 .. JZ .. ., I] ,. ,. ., .. .. " . JO • ., .. .. 18 29 

- 1• n ,., "' " . .. ., u; "' . 11 14 22 34 ,. .. .. •• .. . ,. • .. 51 11 " " "' .. 11 ., .. .. . u " .. n - 10 l1 '3 
10 n "' ,. ., - .. .. ., 1' - " 16 ,. 48 - ,. .. .. 7l .. . .. .. "' ll> . " 18 u 39 

2l "' 13 n D 11 . .. .. 14 II . 22 lO .. 58 

- 10 ., ., .. .. . " n n ., . ,. ., ., 6Z ,. 71 ,. .. 11 . • • n .. . ,. ,. cs " 20 ,. ., .. • . . ll n .. - . .. <8 ., 11 

- "' .. .. . . . " .. .. .. . .. ,. ,. 1, ,. ., • .. . . 19 11 .. • . 50 " .. 73 
17 ,. .. . . - . u • . . . .. .. n " .. . . . . . • .. . . . 71 " 79 .. - ,. . . . . . • .. . . . 71 1, 80 .. ,. ,. . . . . . . . . . . 11 11 87 ' 

"' . . . . . . . . . . .. .. ., 
' - : l£SS THAN 1<PK 

Uh 

. 

. 

. 

" 
18 

" ,. 
. 

zo 
>Z 
11 ,. 
" 18 ,. ,. 
27 

•• 58 ,, , . 
" .. .. 
1& 

'° ,. ., 
71 
82 
8) 

80 
8) 

. ., 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

1 
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TABLE 1 M · MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LIFTING TASKS 
E™l!Ra.K•ICIUEHEICHf140 

HAM) 

CISTAHCE 1N:HES IOINCHE.S 15 INCHES 
FREQUENCY 

ONE LIFT EVERY l!o •• ,_ .. • , .. •• .. ... .. , .. ... Im "" • • • 11 ,. .. "' IJ .. .. ,. • ,. 11 ,. • .. II n " . - • " .. .. .. .. ., • " • .. ,. .. 
•• .. ~ u - .. - " " - • ,, • .. " .. .. JI n .. .. .. .. 

- ,. II .. " .. ,, ,., .. ., ,. .. n .. ., • ,, .. 11 JI • .. .. .. .. 
- " " n • " " 11 .. .. .. 10 .. . 11 .. ., " .. " . .. .. " II .. .. II .. .. " in vi .. "' -~ " .. . " "' .. .. " - ,, ,. 

0 w ~ " u .. " .. I) 

z N, :c .- .. " ' 
,, .. IJ II 

:::, (.) .. ., 14 " ~ ~ " 
,. • .. II . 29 -

~ 
z • .. • .. " " 

., .. II 
II ,::. ,. ,. .. .. " 

., ,. 
" • II 

w .. 11 .. .. ., .. ,. .. ., ., ,. .. " I- - (.) ,, 
' .. .. .. .. ,. 

" .. ... .. :r • z II "' .. ., ,. • .. ,, NI 
(!) ;5 IC ' . • 11 n ... " II .. • II .. ., 
i - "' • ... .. ,, 

" " .. n 11 30 (J) •• .. 0 
,. .. " .. n .. .. n ., u ,. .. .. .. .. l ,, ... " ,. • ., n ., " •• I- - (!) . · ,. ". .... (J > .. .. ., II u ,, ,. " w .. z ,. ~ ~ 11 • ,. .. • .. "' ., .., i= .. '. ~ II .. .. ll • .. ,. .. 14 " .. -ID .... .. .. • .. II • .. II ., .. It n •• 0 ,.. ::i • C1 " • It • ,. 

" n .. ,, 
~ " .. - ,., ~ . ., 

" 
., ., ., 

" " m - • lJ .. .. ll • ll • .. • .. " 
., Ill 

u II • ,.. n .. . 11 .. .. II • .. " 11 ,c - ~ " - - . " - " u - .. - il ,. .. " .. II • . • • .. .. ., 
" " 

., .. ,. .. • ,w 11 . ., ., • .. • 11 n •• .. 
10 JI ,. .. . . ,. • n 11 . ,. ,, ., " - .. .. • .. • . ., 

" " .. • " 
,. .. Cl 

•• "' • n .. • . ., .. " • . .. J1 ., 
" •• .. .. ., . - n ., .. . " ., ., , . - .. • ,. • . .. • 11 11 lJ ll .. ,. .. "' n .. • . . ., ,. ., • . 29 ., ., 
" ., 11 .. . . . n ,. • . . .. " n ., - .. ,. 

" • . .. JJ .. . . JS .. ,. 
" ,. ,. ,. .. • . . ,. n • . . .. " 11 ll 

~ - " - . . . - .. " . . " 
,,. 

11 " .. .. - . . . ,. • • . . .. ... ,. B6 
32 ,. .. - . . . n I] .. . . ., .. , . " .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . ., ,. .. • - .. ., . . . ., • . . . ., 71 83 
21 ,. • . . . . .. 11 . . . .. " .. . ,. . . . . . - . . . . n .. .. • 

- :. LES.S THAii 10W. 

8h 

" 2l 

" :: 
1G 
,0 ,, 
,0 
)l 
JI ,. 
30 .. 
" , . 
<G 
)/ ., 
" 0 

•• ,.o 
"' .. , . 
" llO 
II 
Ill 

"' ,, 
t9 
II 
•• ,. 
11 
Rl ., ., 
•• .. ,. .. .. .. . . . 
. . . 
. 

2 " Lbrty !.bual Group-AU logh1s Reserved 
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TABLE 2F . FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LIFTING TASKS 
ENDING BETWEEN KNUCKLE ANO SHOULDER HEIGHT ~ 8" ANO ~ 531 

HANO 
DISTANCE 7 INCHES 10 INCHES 15 INCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LIFT EVERY 15, 30, Im "" 8h 15, 30, l m Sm 8h 15, 30, l m Sm 

30 
59 20 

10 -
30 ,. 20 

- 10 15 
30 

53 20 11 
10 21 -
30 

so 20 17 

- 10 29 14 
30 12 ., 20 24 11 

if) - if) 10 ,. 21 

0 w 30 19 

z .. :c 20 34 17 
::::> - (.) 10 15 .. 30 

0 ~ 30 29 14 
Q. " 20 12 .. 26 - w 10 14 23 58 " I- - (.) 30 ,o 22 :c 38 z 20 12 21 ,. ,. 
(!) <( 10 23 34 .. ,. 52 w - I-

(I) 30 18 52 34 

~ " c 20 14 22 32 .. ,. so 
10 11 18 ,. ., ,. 18 29 63 I- - (!) 30 20 30 64 15 48 (.) 

w 32 z 20 20 25 34 •• ,. 11 18 28 62 .., - ;:::: 10 20 30 49 60 83 14 31 ., 73 11 
Cl] IL 30 12 18 3l " 75 17 21 6 1 
0 29 ::i 20 34 39 49 60 83 18 22 3 1 " 74 11 

- 10 34 " 62 71 .. 18 21 45 ,. 82 13 22 
30 ,. 33 so 60 84 11 17 32 " 74 11 

26 20 so 55 .. 73 .. 32 38 " 58 83 14 23 
10 so 60 " 8 1 . 33 " 

., 
10 .. 12 26 37 -

30 4l 52 .. 74 . 25 34 .. 6 1 84 16 26 
23 20 .. 10 11 83 . ., , . 6< 73 .. 17 21 JO 41 

- 10 . , 74 .. .. . ., 6 1 75 81 . 18 26 .. 5& 

30 62 10 .. 85 . .. 54 .. , . . 14 20 35 46 
20 20 .. 83 87 . . .. 73 ,. 84 . 37 41 ., . , 

10 .. 85 . . . .. ,. 85 .. . 37 " .. 72 -
30 79 84 . . . .. 74 83 .. . " " 69 .. 

17 20 . . . . . 83 .. .. . . 60 .. 71 79 

- 10 . . . . . 84 .. . . . 6 1 69 110 es 
30 . . . . . 85 .. . . . 63 10 110 es 

14 20 . . . . . . . . . . .. 83 87 . 
10 . . . . . . . . . . 8 1 es . . -
30 . . . . . . . . . . 85 .. . . 

11 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

30 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
8 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+ = CREA TER THAN 90% LESS THAN 1c,r. 

6 U berty MutuaJ Group-An Rights Reserved 

llh 

17 

16 ,. 
14 ,. 
42 
21 
42 
56 
4l 
58 
10 .. 
73 
81 
76 .. .. 
87 . . . . . . . . . . . 

3 
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TABLE 2M. MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LIFTING TASKS 
ENDING BETWEEN KNUCKLE AND SHOULDER HEIGHT (~1· AND ~n 

HAND 
DISTANCE 7 INCHES 10 INCHES 15 INCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LIFT EVERY 15, 30, Im ... .. 15, 30, l m Sm .. IS, 30 , l m 5m 

30 12 
96 20 " 12 

10 16 21 46 30 -
30 ,. 

92 20 30 ,. 
- 10 20 26 52 13 36 

30 21 .. 20 13 36 21 
10 11 ,. 32 57 12 17 " -
30 27 13 

84 20 12 17 42 26 

- 10 IS 31 38 63 17 22 .. 
30 11 33 18 

80 20 17 23 49 11 32 
if) - if) 10 12 20 38 .. .. 22 28 54 

0 w 30 11 ,. 40 24 

z 76 :c 20 23 29 55 11 IS 39 
::::> - (.) 10 17 26 4S 51 72 13 29 35 60 

0 ~ 30 16 21 ., 31 
0.. 72 20 14 30 36 6 1 16 21 ., - w 10 23 33 52 58 11 11 19 36 " .. 13 
I- - (.) 30 11 22 28 IS 39 54 :c .. z 20 12 20 37 44 67 22 28 54 
(!) <( 10 30 " 59 64 8 1 16 " 43 50 72 14 19 
iii - I-

(J) 30 12 17 30 36 6 1 16 21 ., 
~ 64 c 20 18 27 .. 52 73 14 29 36 6 1 

10 38 49 "' 70 84 23 33 ., 57 11 20 26 I- - (!) 30 18 " 38 " .. 12 23 29 55 (.) 
w 60 z 20 ,. 35 54 60 78 13 20 38 .. .. " -, - i'.= 10 " 57 72 76 87 3 1 42 69 .. 8 1 13 28 34 
m IL 30 26 33 48 54 74 13 19 32 38 63 
0 ,. ::i 20 34 " 62 67 83 20 29 47 53 74 17 22 

- 10 56 65 77 8 1 . 41 51 ., 71 85 13 20 l7 44 

30 36 43 57 63 80 21 28 41 48 70 13 17 
52 20 44 54 .. 74 86 28 39 .. 62 80 11 25 31 

10 .. 72 82 85 . 60 60 73 11 .. 20 29 47 53 -
30 46 54 .. 71 85 31 38 62 58 11 11 21 27 

48 20 54 63 76 80 . 39 49 65 70 84 12 19 36 42 

- 10 72 78 06 88 . "' 68 110 83 . 30 40 ., 6.l 

30 57 64 ,. 78 .. 42 50 ., 67 83 14 19 32 38 .. 20 .. 72 82 as . ., 60 ,. 11 .. 20 29 ., 53 
10 79 84 . . . .. 76 as 87 . " 51 67 71 -
30 68 73 81 .. . 65 6 1 72 76 87 24 31 « 51 

40 20 73 19 87 89 . ., 70 81 84 . 32 42 69 .. 
- 10 ,. 88 . . . n 82 89 . . 54 6.l 75 79 

30 77 8 1 87 89 . .. 72 110 83 . 38 4S .. 6.l 
36 20 81 85 . . . 12 78 .. .. . •• 56 10 ,. 

10 .. . . . . .. .. . . . .. 73 82 ,. -
30 .. 87 . . . n 8 1 .. .. . 53 60 10 ,. 

32 20 87 . . . . 81 85 . . . 6 1 .. 79 83 

- 10 . . . . . 89 . . . . 76 112 .. . 
30 . . . . . as .. . . . .. 73 81 .. 

28 20 . . . . . .. . . . . 74 79 87 .. 
10 . . . . . . . . . . 85 ,. . . 

+ = CREA TER THAN 90% LESS THAN 10'r. 

Bh 

13 

17 

23 

11 
29 

16 
36 
11 
23 
44 

16 
30 
52 ,. 
39 
60 
32 
48 
67 
42 
57 ,. 
53 .. 
,0 

6.l ,. ,. 
72 
81 .. 
90 
87 . 
87 . . . . . 
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TABLE 3F . FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LIFTING TA SKS 
ENDING ABOVE SHOULDER HEIGHT (>531 

HAND 
DISTANCE 7 INCHES 10 1NCHES I S INCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LIFT EVERY "' 30, Im ... 8h "' 30, l m 5m 8h "' ,o, l m 5m 

30 " .. 20 26 12 
10 .. 22 - ,. 19 

" 20 " II 

- 10 " .. ,. ,. 16 12 

" 20 11 " 
,. 

ID " " "' '11 - ,. 
" " " ,0 " "° 11 

- 10 II ,. 
" " .. ,. 12 ., 

" 12 ,0 " 
,. 

" " iii in ,. , 1 ,. ,. ,. 
" " " -0 w ,. 11 " " lb 

z ,. :c ,0 11 " " " " II " ::> - (.) 10 11 IO ,. ., JI " 
,. .. 

0 z ,. 11 ,. 
" " " ~ 

,. e ,0 II " 
,, .. ,. 

" " .. 
w 10 II ,, •• !i i ., 

" ,. .. " I- - (.) ,. 
" 11 " " 11 11 " :c " z ,0 ,. 
" 0 " " 11 II " II .. 

(!) - ~ 10 ,. 
" " ., " 11 11 .. " 

,. 11 
iii IJ) 

,. ,. 
" 

,. bl ,. ,. 
" .. 

~ ,. 
i5 ,0 ,o .. .. .. " 

,, 
" " " 11 " ,. •• '" " " ' 

,. 
" " 

., .. " 
,, 

I- - (!) (.) 
,. 11 " 52 ., " 11 " " .. " 1l 

w ,, z ,0 " " .. ,. . lS .. .. " .. " , . .., - i= 10 bl ., ,. 82 . lS .. ., 11 .. 1l ,. ,o 
m u. ,. ., "' .. " . ,. 

" •• " " " 
,. 

0 20 :::l 20 ll4 .. ,. 82 . ., 
" ., 11 .. " 20 ,. ,o 

ID '" " "' '" . "' - " ,. " • " ,. " " ,. bl •• , . 82 . .. .. ., 11 .. " 
,. ,o 

" 20 
,. ,. .. .. . •• •• " " . ,. 

" .. .. 
10 1J ., .. . . •• 11 ., ., . - •• .. ca - ,. 71 77 .. .. . ., •• " 82 . 22 30 .. " 16 20 .. 87 . . . " 

,. .. .. . .. 52 6 1 70 
10 .. .. • . . n 82 .. • • .. " 72 70 - ,. 8l 86 • . . " 

,. .. • • ., 50 •• " " 20 . • . . • .. .. . . . .. 10 " 82 .. - . • • . • ~ . . • • .. 
" 

. , , . 
30 . • • . • 85 •• . • • .. 70 80 .. 

12 20 . • • . • . • . • • 81 8l 87 • 
10 . • • . • . • . • • 81 .. • • -
30 . • • . • . • . • • 82 .. • • 

10 20 . • • . • . • . • • • • • • - 10 . • • . • . • . • • • • • • 
30 . • • . • . • . • • • • • • 

8 20 . • • . • . • . • • • • • • 
10 . • • . • . • . • • • • • • -
30 . • • . • . • . • • • • • • • 20 . • • . • . • . • • • • • • 
10 . • • . • . • . • • . • . • 

+ = GREATER THAN 90% LESS THAN 10'K. 

Uh 

11 

,. 
11 ,. 
" " , . 
11 ,. ,o ,, .. 
" ., 
"' 12 
b9 
12 
no 
12 

" " .. 
RI . . . 
• . . 
. . . . . . . . . . 
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TABLE 3M. MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LIFTING TASKS 
ENDING ABOVE SHOULDER HEICKT (>571 

HAND 
DISTANCE 7 INCHES 10 INCHES 15 INCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LIFT EVERY 15, 30, Im ... .. 15, 30, I m Sm .. 15, 30, I m Sm 

30 ,. 14 
77 20 14 ,. .. 28 - 10 ,. 

l3 39 64 ,. 24 .. 
30 11 33 ,. 

74 20 17 23 .. 11 33 - 10 12 20 3t1 " .. " 29 54 
30 15 39 23 

71 20 22 28 54 14 38 - 10 16 25 44 so 72 12 28 34 59 
30 14 19 " 29 .. 20 12 21 34 59 14 19 .. - 10 21 31 49 55 75 17 33 ,o 64 11 
30 19 25 so 12 35 ., 20 ,. l3 .. 64 ,. 24 so 

if) - 'ii 10 21 37 55 6 1 ,. 13 22 39 •• .. 11 16 

0 w 30 13 ,. 31 ,. 12 ,. .. 
z 62 ::c 20 13 22 40 •• .. " 30 , . 
::::> - (.) 10 l3 " .. .. 82 ,. 27 .. 52 73 ,. 21 

0 ~ 30 12 ,. 31 37 62 16 22 ., 
0.. 59 20 ,. 28 46 52 73 14 JO 37 62 - w 10 39 so .. 71 85 " 34 ., 58 77 21 21 
I- - (.) 30 17 24 3t1 .. .. 11 " 28 54 ::c ,. z 20 ,. 34 .., 59 78 12 20 37 .. 67 14 
(!) ~ 10 46 ,. 71 75 ., JO .. .. 64 •• 12 Tl l3 
iii - 30 23 31 4S 51 73 11 17 29 35 6 1 

~ 53 
Cl) 

20 31 ., 59 65 ., 17 26 .. 51 12 15 20 c 10 .., 62 76 ,. .. 38 •• 64 .. .. 11 ,. 34 41 
I- - (!) (.) 30 31 38 52 58 77 17 23 37 " 67 14 

w so z 20 39 so .. 77 85 " 34 ., 58 77 2 1 21 
-, - ;:::: 10 .. .. so 83 . .. 55 ro 74 ., ,. ,. ., .. 
m IL 30 39 ., .. 65 82 " 31 45 51 73 15 20 
0 ., ::::; 20 47 57 72 76 87 32 ., 69 65 8 1 13 28 35 - 10 . , 74 .. 86 . .. 63 76 ,. .. 23 l3 .. 56 

30 48 55 67 12 85 32 .. ., 59 78 12 " 
,. .. 20 56 65 11 8 1 . 41 51 67 71 85 13 20 37 44 - 10 73 ,. ., .. . " .. 90 83 . 31 41 .. ., 

30 57 63 " 77 .. ., .. 62 67 82 13 19 3 1 37 .. 20 ., 12 82 85 . .. 59 73 11 .. 20 29 .. .., - 10 79 83 . . . .. 75 84 87 . .. SI .. 71 

30 .. 71 79 82 . SI 58 ro 74 .. 21 ,. 
" .. 

38 20 71 78 .. .. . 69 67 79 82 . 29 39 .. ., - 10 83 87 . . . 75 8 1 .. . . 51 .. 73 11 
30 73 78 .. 87 . " 67 11 80 . 31 39 ., .. 

35 20 ,. 83 .. . . .. 75 •• .. . .. .. 65 10 - 10 ., . . . . ., 85 . . . " 69 79 83 
30 so 83 .. . . ro 75 83 85 . " .. ., .. 

32 20 .. 87 . . . 76 8 1 .. . . 52 ., 74 ,. - 10 . . . . . .. .. . . . ro 76 85 ., 
30 l1S .. . . . , . 82 87 .. . ,. ., 12 76 

29 20 .. . . . . 83 .. . . . 63 71 ., .. - 10 . . . . . . . . . . 78 83 .. . 
30 . . . . . 85 .. . . . .. 73 ., 83 

26 20 . . . . . .. . . . . 74 79 87 .. 
10 . . . . . . . . . . 85 .. . . 

• = GREATER THAN 90% LESS THAN 10'K. 

.. 
19 

23 

11 ,. 
14 ,. 
19 
40 
12 ,. .. 
17 
31 .., 
23 
3t1 
59 
30 
4S 
66 

37 .., 
71 
46 .. 
76 .. 
67 ., ., 
" es 
10 
79 .. 
11 .. . 
83 .. . .. . . . . . 
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TABLE 4F . FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LOWERING TASKS 
- 8El.OII KMlCU.E HElCHT (<28") 

HAM) 

DISTANCE 71NCHES IOH:HES 15 INCHES 
FREQUENCY 

ONE LOWER EVERY , .. .,, .,, .., .. , .. .,, Im Sm .. 15, .,, I m Sm ., . <I ,. 
SI lD 11 ., so - ., Zl 73 56 ., . " 

,. .. lD 25 75 59 - 10 " JI ,. 
" .. ., 

" .. . .. . . 

" lD .. .. II . 16 .. . . - - ., 12 ~ .. .. . 21 n en ., ,. 11 53 

" w lD "' .. .. Zl 73 
I 10 .. 17 ,. .. 11 21 n - u ., ,. ,. "' .. z lD 12 2S ., 17 29 ,. 

if) - ., "' ,. n 5& .. " ,s 81 - . 
0 w ., 13 " .. 15 67 

z 39 u lD 12 II D SI . t5 37 ., 
::::> - z 10 21 " l9 ., . 12 "' " .. 
0 ~ 

., 12 19 .. .. Zl 73 . 
0.. 37 I- lD ,. 2S Cl .. . 21 cs .. . - ., 1' .. .. ., . IS .. Z1 S2 .. 13 
I- - en ., t5 IS "' SI • ., ,. 
:I: 35 Cl lD 2S " !D n . IC 29 .. .. " ~ - (!) 10 .. • 56 ,. . Zl "' 3S 60 - 19 
w 

~ 
., ZJ n ,. 60 - 17 co 83 

~ 33 lD " 
., S9 ,. - IC Zl ]9 .. - 22 

I- - a:: ., S3 S1 .. II - ., ,. 
" .. - Z1 

u w ., 32 n .. .. - u .. 2S 50 III II 

w 31 ~ lD .. S3 ., .. - Zl JI .. JO - ti 31 
-, - 0 10 ., .. n • - Cl cs 55 75 - 15 37 
m ., .., <1 56 ,. - 21 25 3S 60 - 19 
0 29 ..I lD 55 ., JS 17 - 32 Cl 59 n - 18 41 - ., 71 " 

,. .. - 51 " .. ., - 13 23 .. ., .. 51 "' ., - JI ,. <1 ., - 29 
27 lD .. n .. - - .., S3 .. .. - II 28 S3 - 10 n "' M - - £1 65 73 .. - 16 22 " 59 ., .. "' 75 ., - ., .. 58 n - 18 41 
25 lD " 

,. ., - - 55 .. n .. - ti 20 40 .. - ., .. "' .. - - 11 " 
., - - ,. 33 .. .. ., 75 11 12 - - 56 61 ., .. - 12 17 29 " 23 lD 81 .. - - - ., 

" .. - - 21 32 53 ,. - ., .. . - - - ,. 12 • - - 39 .. 59 ,. ., 83 .. .. - - ., n ,. .. - 23 ., 
" 

., 
21 lD .. . . - - n 12 .. - - " .. .. 82 - ., . . . - - • .. . - - 53 "' 71 85 ., - . - - - .. .. .. - - '7 54 .. 82 ,. lD - . . - - • - . - - 59 .. ., . - 10 - . - - - - - . - - ,. ,. .. . ., . . . - - - - . - - n 77 .. . 
IS lD . . . - - - - . - - ., 85 . . - ., . . . - - - - . - - .. . . . ., - . - - - - - . - - .. . . . 
12 lD - . - - - - - . - - - . . . ., - . - - - - - . - - - . . . 

+ = GREATER THAM 9C& • = LESS THAN 10% 

8h 

12 
16 

,. 
24 

27 
33 

14 
34 .. 
19 

" .. 
26 
so 
56 
34 
58 
63 

" .. 
10 
52 
73 
77 
62 
79 
82 
10 .. 
87 ,. .. . .. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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TABLE 4M . MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LOWERING TASKS 
BECINMNC BELOW KNUCKU HEIGHT (<311 

HAND 
DISTANCE 7 INCHES 10 INCHES 15 INCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LOWER EVERY 15, 30, Im 5m "' 15, JO, Im 5m "' '" 30, Im Sm 

30 23 47 73 11 31 ., 
87 20 14 28 61 76 14 36 66 

10 21 28 42 .. 83 " 26 50 75 20 -
30 13 27 61 75 14 3S 65 

84 20 17 32 65 78 17 40 69 12 

- 10 24 32 46 67 .. 11 17 30 " n 24 
30 16 31 65 78 17 40 69 12 

8 1 20 13 20 36 69 .. 21 44 72 15 - 10 29 36 so 70 116 14 20 3S 58 .. 28 - en 30 13 20 3S .. .. 21 44 71 15 
78 w 20 16 24 40 62 ., 11 ,. 49 ,. 19 

I 10 33 40 54 72 87 17 24 39 61 8 1 11 32 - u 30 16 24 40 ., ., 11 26 49 74 19 
75 z 20 20 28 4S 66 84 " 29 63 n 23 

if) - 10 37 " 58 75 .. 21 29 44 66 83 " 
,. -

0 w 30 20 28 4S 66 •• " 29 63 n 23 

z 72 u 20 24 33 49 69 85 11 ,. 34 57 79 27 

::::> - z 10 42 so " 78 .. ,. 33 48 .. 85 18 41 

0 <( 30 24 33 50 69 85 11 ,. 34 57 79 27 
0.. 69 I- 20 29 38 54 72 87 14 22 39 61 8 1 11 32 - 10 47 54 66 .. . 30 ,. 63 72 87 23 .. 
I- - en 

30 29 38 54 73 87 " 23 39 " 
., 12 32 

J: .. Cl 20 ,. ., 59 76 .. 18 27 44 66 .. " 37 
(!) 

(!) 10 62 59 69 ., . 3S 44 58 " .. 13 27 61 
iii -

30 35 .. 59 76 .. 19 28 4S 66 .. " 
,. 

~ 63 ~ 20 40 .. ., ,. . 23 32 49 69 85 19 43 

I- - 0::: 10 " 63 73 84 . 41 49 62 78 .. 17 33 .. 
u w 30 40 49 64 79 . ,. 33 50 70 116 20 43 

w 60 s: 20 45 54 67 8 1 . ,. ,. 56 73 87 ,. .. 
-, - 0 10 62 67 76 116 . 46 •• 66 .. . " 21 38 61 
Cl] 30 .. 55 .. ., . 29 39 56 74 .. 26 49 

0 57 ..I 20 61 59 71 83 . 34 .. 60 76 .. 13 30 •• 
- 10 .. 72 79 .. . '2 69 71 83 . 18 27 44 66 

30 62 60 72 •• . 36 45 61 77 .. 14 32 65 
54 20 " 64 " 116 . 40 60 66 .. . , . 36 69 

- 10 71 75 82 . . 58 .. ,. .. . 24 33 50 70 
30 .. .. 76 116 . 42 62 66 .. . 11 19 ,. 61 

51 20 ., 69 79 .. . 47 .. 70 82 . " 23 43 65 
10 75 79 .. . . ., .. 78 87 . JO •• 56 ,. -
30 •• 71 .. .. . 49 .. 71 83 . 16 26 4S .. 

•• 20 .. 74 82 .. . 54 62 74 .. . 20 30 50 70 

- 10 ,. 82 87 . . .. 74 ., .. . 37 ., 
" 

,. 
30 70 75 83 . . 56 6• 76 .. . 22 33 52 71 

" 20 73 78 .. . . 60 .. 78 87 . ,. 38 57 ,. 
10 ., 85 .. . . 73 78 .. . . .. 54 .. 8 1 -
30 75 79 .. . . ., 70 .. .. . "' 41 60 76 ., 20 n 8 1 87 . . 67 73 82 .. . " 46 ., 79 

- 10 85 87 . . . 78 ., 87 . . 62 6 1 73 85 
30 79 83 .. . . 69 75 83 . . ,. .. 66 .. 

39 20 8 1 85 .. . . 72 78 .. . . 43 54 70 ., 
10 .. . . . . 82 85 .. . . "' 67 78 87 -
30 83 . . . . " .. ., . . . , 58 73 .. 

36 20 85 . . . . 78 ., .. . . 62 62 " 116 
10 . . . . . BS .. . . . 67 74 82 . 

• = GREATER THAN 90% LESS THAN 1CW. 

8h 

33 ,. 
52 
37 
42 
55 
41 
46 
59 
46 
so 
63 
so 
54 .. 
54 
59 
70 
59 
63 
73 
63 
67 
76 
67 

70 
79 
71 
74 
8 1 
75 
77 .. 
78 .. .. 
8 1 
83 .. .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . 
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TABLE SF . FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LOWERING TASKS 
BEGINNING BETWEEN KNUCKLE ANO SHOULDER HEIGHTS~ AND i S3") 

HAND 
DISTANCE 7 INCHES 10 INCHES 15 lNCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LOWER EVERY 15, 30, Im 5m ,., 15, JO, Im 5m ,., l S, 30, Im Sm 

30 25 
SI 20 43 23 

10 21 .. "' -
30 35 17 

48 20 17 ., 33 

- 10 JO 67 14 49 
30 12 .. 26 

" 20 26 63 « - 10 11 " 75 22 69 - en 30 17 .. 33 
43 w 20 33 69 " 61 

I 10 " 49 ,. 29 65 - u 30 24 
., 

" " z 20 " 75 22 69 
if) - 10 22 67 ., 37 72 -
0 w 30 32 .. 14 "' z 39 u 20 11 16 49 90 29 66 
::::> - z 10 14 29 .. 87 13 4S n 
0 <( 30 .. ,. 21 .. 
0.. 37 I- 20 " 16 23 .. 84 ,. 72 - 10 " 21 ,. 71 . 19 " 

., 16 
I- - en 

30 16 "' 90 30 66 ::c 35 Cl 20 21 ,. 31 66 .. 14 ., ,. 11 
(!) 

(!) 10 21 30 ., n . 13 27 62 116 23 
iii -

~ 
30 13 ,. 69 85 39 ,. 

~ 33 20 29 33 " 73 . 13 16 22 57 ., 18 

I- - 0::: 10 JO 39 57 ., . 13 21 37 70 ., 33 

u w 30 14 20 ,. .. ., 16 50 90 13 

w 31 s: 20 .. .. 52 90 . 21 ,. 31 66 .. 27 -, 10 .. 50 66 87 . 21 "' ., 77 . 12 " m - 0 30 23 30 4S 76 . " 
,. 60 85 22 

0 29 ...J 20 61 55 62 85 . 31 35 43 ,. . "' - 10 61 60 ,. . . 32 " 58 83 . 20 .. 
30 34 ., 57 ., . 16 23 37 70 ., 33 

27 20 62 65 71 ., . 43 47 " 
., . 12 16 "' 10 62 70 ., . . 44 ., .. .. . 16 30 ., -

30 47 55 .. .. . 27 35 50 79 . 13 .. 
25 20 12 75 BO . . 56 69 66 ., . 18 21 27 62 

- 10 12 79 ., . . 56 65 77 . . 19 27 43 ,. 
30 "' 67 77 . . " 49 63 BS . 13 ,. 69 

23 20 8 1 83 ll6 . . .. 71 76 . . 3 1 ,. 
" 73 

10 8 1 85 . . . .. 75 .. . . 3 1 40 57 ., -
30 12 78 BS . . 56 ., ,. . . 19 25 39 71 

21 20 87 ., . . . 78 90 .. . . .. 50 56 ., 
- 10 .. . . . . 78 83 . . . .. 55 70 ., 

30 116 ., . . . 76 8 1 ., . . 43 50 63 116 ,. 20 . . . . . 99 . . . . 69 12 76 . 
10 . . . . . 99 . . . . 70 76 BS . -
30 . . . . . . . . . . 70 76 83 . 

15 20 . . . . . . . . . . 116 .. . . 
- 10 . . . . . . . . . . 87 . . . 

30 . . . . . . . . . . ., . . . 
12 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+ = CREA TER THAN 90% LESS THAN 10o/. 

8h 

12 

20 

14 
27 

20 
35 
13 
27 

" 20 
36 
52 ,. 
" 6 1 
37 
55 
69 
48 
64 
76 
59 
73 ., 
69 
90 
87 
77 .. . 
8S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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TABLE 5M . MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LOWERING TASKS 
BECINN .. C BETWEEN KNUCKLE AND SHOULDER HEIGHT e,1• AND ~57") 

HAND 
DISTANCE 7 INCHES 10 INCHES 15 INCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LOWER EVERY 15, 30, Im Sm ,., 15, JO , Im Sm ,., 

'" 30, Im Sm 

» 15 17 20 ,. 62 22 49 

75 20 21 25 l3 ., 73 13 19 36 62 - 10 41 •• 54 .. 83 27 3 1 39 56 76 12 27 
» 19 21 " 41 .. 12 26 .. 

72 20 26 30 38 65 76 14 17 " 41 .. " - 10 .. 50 58 71 85 32 ,. .. 60 79 11 16 31 
» 24 25 29 47 70 12 13 16 32 59 

69 20 31 3S 44 60 79 18 21 29 46 70 18 - 10 ., 5S ., 75 87 37 41 49 ., 8 1 12 14 20 l7 - rJ) » 29 31 35 ., ,. 16 17 21 37 63 11 .. w 20 ,. 
" 49 .. 8 1 22 26 34 SI 73 22 

I 10 .. 60 67 78 .. 42 47 54 .. .. 15 18 ,. 42 - u » 34 36 41 57 n 21 22 26 43 .. 15 
63 z 20 42 ., .. .. 84 ,. 32 40 57 n 13 ,. 

if) - 10 6 1 65 71 8 1 . 48 ., 59 72 .. 20 23 31 .. -0 w » '° " 47 ., 80 26 ,. 32 49 72 20 

z 60 u 20 .. 52 60 73 .. 34 38 46 ., 80 12 18 34 
::::> - z 10 .. .. " 83 . 54 .. .. 76 .. 25 29 37 .. 
0 <( » 47 .. 53 ., 83 32 ,. 38 .. 76 12 26 
Q. 57 I- 20 .. 58 .. 76 .. 40 « 52 57 83 " 17 23 '° - 10 71 73 78 .. . 59 63 .. 79 .. 32 3S 43 59 ... - rJ) » 53 5S 59 72 85 39 41 .. ., 79 13 14 16 32 
:I: 54 Cl 20 60 64 70 80 . 47 ., 58 71 85 19 22 29 47 
(!) 

(!) 10 75 11 81 .. . .. .. 74 " . 38 " 50 ., 
iii -

~ 
» 60 61 .. 76 .. 46 .. 52 .. 82 18 20 22 39 

~ 51 20 .. 69 74 83 . 53 67 ., 76 .. 25 29 36 53 ... - 0::: 10 79 8 1 .. . . 70 73 78 es . 45 .. 56 70 

u w » "' 67 70 80 . 53 65 58 72 85 25 26 29 ., 
w .. s: 20 71 74 79 .. . 60 .. 70 llO . 32 ,. 44 60 .., 10 82 84 87 . . " n 81 .. . 53 56 ., 75 
m - 0 » 71 73 " 83 . 60 62 .. 76 .. 32 34 37 .. 
0 45 ..J 20 76 ,. " .. . ., 70 " 83 . '° .. 52 "' - 10 85 87 .. . . 79 8 1 .. . . 60 63 69 79 

» 16 78 llO 87 . . , .. 71 81 . 41 " 46 ., 
" 20 80 82 .. . . 72 75 79 .. . 49 53 59 72 - 10 .. .. . . . 83 85 87 . . 67 69 74 83 

» 8 1 82 .. .. . 73 ,. 11 es . 50 52 .. .. 
39 20 8• .. .. . . 78 80 83 .. . 67 61 67 78 - 10 . . . . . .. .. . . . 73 75 79 .. 

» 85 .. 87 . . 79 80 " .. . .. 6 1 ., 75 
36 20 .. .. . . . " .. 87 . . 65 .. 73 82 - 10 . . . . . .. . . . . 78 80 .. .. 

» .. .. . . . .. 8• .. . . .. 69 71 8 1 
33 20 . . . . . .. .. . . . 73 75 79 .. - 10 . . . . . . . . . . 83 85 87 . 

» . . . . . .. .. .. . . 75 ,. 78 85 
30 20 . . . . . . . . . . 80 8 1 .. . - 10 . . . . . . . . . . 87 .. . . 

» . . . . . . . . . . 82 83 .. .. 
27 20 . . . . . . . . . . 85 .. .. . - 10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

» . . . . . . . . . . 87 .. .. . 
24 20 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 

10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+ CREA TER THAN 90% LESS THAN 10%.+ 

.. 
20 
34 
54 
25 
39 
58 
30 .. 
63 
3S 
50 
67 

" 5S 
71 ., 
60 
75 
53 
65 
78 
59 
70 
82 

65 
75 .. 
70 
19 
87 

75 
82 .. 
80 .. . .. .. . 
87 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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TABLE 6F. FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LOWE RING TASKS 
BEGINNING ABOVE SHOULDER HEIGHT (>53j 

HAND DISTANCE 
FROM BODY 7 INCHES 10 INCHES 15 INCHES 
FREQUENCY 

ONE LOWER EVERY 15, 30, Im Sm ,., 15, JO, Im Sm ,., 
'" 30, Im Sm 

30 
SI 20 18 

"' 33 " -
30 13 

48 20 27 11 

- 10 " 21 
30 21 

" 20 "' 19 

- - 10 17 " 3 1 
(J) 

30 ,. 12 

" w 20 12 " 26 
I 10 23 6 1 39 - u 30 ,. 17 

" z 20 17 " 33 

if) - 10 3 1 61 12 47 -
0 w 30 11 .. 24 

z 39 u 20 24 6 1 42 

::::> - z 10 39 73 18 65 

0 <( 30 17 " 33 

0.. 37 I- 20 32 .. " "' - 10 " .. ,. 26 63 
I- - (J) 

30 24 6 1 42 ::c 35 Cl 20 11 " 75 22 69 
(!) 

(!) 10 22 67 .. 3S 70 
iii -

30 34 69 16 62 

~ 33 ~ 20 12 17 61 8 1 31 61 

I- - 0:: 10 16 31 .. .. 13 45 n 
u w 30 12 .. n ,. 62 

w 31 s: 20 16 19 26 6 1 .. 11 42 75 
-, - 0 

10 17 24 42 73 . 20 56 83 13 
m 30 20 65 83 3S 71 
0 29 ..I 20 25 29 37 70 .. 11 13 18 63 8 1 15 

- 10 26 35 63 llO . 11 16 30 .. 87 2 1 

30 12 18 31 .. .. 14 47 78 11 
27 20 " " 49 78 . 19 22 29 .. 87 25 

- 10 " 
., .. .. . 19 27 42 ,. . 32 

30 22 29 .. 75 . 13 ,. 59 ., 2 1 
2S 20 "' 54 61 ., . 30 " 42 73 . " 10 "' 59 73 . . 31 39 56 ., . 13 " -

30 35 " ,. 83 . 17 24 ,. 71 . " 23 20 63 .. 72 . . .. .. 56 82 . 12 17 61 

- 10 63 71 82 . . " 63 67 87 . 11 14 ,. 69 
30 "' 58 70 .. . 31 "' 63 ., . IS 49 

21 20 ,. 77 ., . . 59 62 .. ,. . 2 1 24 31 65 

"' 75 .. ,. . . 59 .. 78 . . 2 1 27 ,. 71 -
30 12 78 .. . . 56 63 ,. . . 19 2S 39 71 

18 20 87 .. . . . 78 llO .. . . .. so 56 ., 
- 10 87 . . . . 78 83 ,. . . .. 52 63 ., 

30 .. . . . . 79 83 ,. . . .. ss 67 87 
IS 20 . . . . . . . . . . 73 7S 79 . 

10 . . . . . . . . . . 73 77 ., . -
30 . . . . . . . . . . ,. ., ,. . 

12 20 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
10 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

• = GREATER THAN 90% LESS THAN 10'3'. 

8h 

13 

14 
19 

21 
27 
IS 
29 
37 
23 .. ., 
33 
SI 
58 

" ., .. 
58 
72 
77 
69 ., .. 
79 
87 . . . . . . . . . . 
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TABLE 6M . MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR LOWERING TASKS 
BECINNINC ABOVE SHOULDER HEIGHT (>571 

HAHD 
DISTANCE 7 INCHES 10 INCHES 15 INCHES 

FREQUENCY 
ONE LOWER EVERY "' '°' lm 6m 11, "' J(h lm 6m 11, , .. '°' lm ,m ., 16 ., l1 

" 20 " 
,. .. " " - 10 20 ,, 

" •• " " 11 " "' 10 IO ., ., 
70 ,. 11 11 JI "' .. .. - .. .. "' " .. '" 

,, 
" h •• .. " ., 

" " 
., 

" JI ., 
"' " " " 

,. ., 11 ,. ., 
'iii to ,. ,. 

" ., Ill ,. "' " " ,. " - " 11 I/ " ... ., 11 " .. w ,. 10 ,. 11 ., .. " JO ~: ::c .. lb ,0 •• ll ., ii ,. 
" , . 

" - u "' " J<j Ill " 10 JI .. ., z 20 " " u "' " u ID ,. II 
vi .. " .. " ,.. •• ,. " 

,. ,. " " 
,. - 20 n 41 0 w IC) " 

., II " \ !1 

z " u ., ii II '19 .. II " 11 It " II " :::, - z .. " " r.• " .. u JI .. " 
,. 11 11 ,, 

0 
~ 

lJO ,. ,. 
" •• II " " II ,. ., 

~ " 20 " Ju •• ., .. ,. " " •• II .. ,. 
" "' .. ,. "' 

,. 
" " .. ., " 

,, ,, ·"' ... - CJ) 
IO .. ci " " " 

,,, 
" IO 20 ,. 

" .. 
:i:: " JO .. " II ., ... ,. ., II '' II 11 ,. 
(!) 

(.!) 
.. "' ., "' .. .. •• "' , . 11 lb 11 " 

,. .. w - !10 .. " •• ., "" 
,. 11 

,, .. II " ;: .. z 
"' :! ., ,o " .. 3J i: :! .. .. II 11 " ii: .. -~ ,. •• ' " ,. ., ,, ,. ,. .. ... -(J w " .. , .. u .. ., J) " ,o " " 11 ,. 

w .,, 
~ 20 ,1 . ,. .. II .. " " » " ., .. 11 " 

., .., "' II ,. ,. .. ' '° .. ID ,0 ll ,. .. "' al - 0 "' .. ., 
" 

,, .. " 
., ., ., .. " 

,. .. ;s 
0 . , ..I 20 ., .. ll .. ' •• ., no " .. " ,. ,, •9 - ,. 

" ,. ., .. ' 111 ,. ,. 
" . " '" " 

., 
JO . , .. ,.. 

18 19 '° ., ... "' .. 11 " 
,. .. 

'° 20 .. n II "' ' " 
., 

" II 119 ,. 
" " 

., - .. II ., ,. 
' ll " .. " . .. " "' " ., "' 12 ,. 

" ' .. ., .. IG II " " , . ., 
" 20 1, " " .. ' .. GO " 8J J1I ., , . ., - .. " .. .. ' II .. .. ,. . .. " .. 111 ., 11 " DO ., 

' " .. 11 " . " " •• ., .. 20 ., ., " ' 
,, 

15 ., 
" <9 .s, no ll 

'" ~ - . ' •• "' ~ . . ., ,n 
" 

., - ., 82 ., .. ' " " 11 .. . ., .. " 11 

" 20 . , " 89 ' 
,. 8 1 " . . 00 ., .. Ill - 10 ' • ' ' 
,., .. ' . . ,. 11 81 " JO 81 87 ,. • 81 82 .. .. . .. ., ,1 ,. 

" 20 .. • ' ' .. .. .. . . "' " 77 8< - ,. 
' • ' ' . . • . . ., ., , . • 

JO ' ' • • 87 81 .. . . 1J ,. 18 8< 

" 20 ' ' • , 119 . ' . 78 80 8) .. - .. - . - . .. .. -., - - • . . ' - . . 82 . , .. .. 
" 

., 
' . - ' . - . ., .. .. -

IO . . . . - . . 
' -

• = GREATER THAN 90% LESS TIIAN 1CW. 

8h 

" ,, 

" " 11 

" ., 

" " ,o 

"' ,. 
" JI, .. 
" " •• 
" ,. 
" IO .. .. 
" 
" .. 
IO 
GI 

" 01 

•• II 
•• ,. 
" .. 
"' •• ., .. 
' .. 
' 
' 
' 
' 

' 
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TABLE 7 • POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR PUSHING TASKS 
INmAL FORCES 

I.W.E FEMALE 

FREQUENCY 
ONE PUSH EVERY JO, Im Sm J0m II> 30, Im ... 

57 2S ., 
130 37 13 14 ,. 35 - 2S 22 22 

57 ,. ., ·I 
127 37 " ,. 39 35 - 2S 2S 22 

57 11 31 ., 
124 37 12 ,. 19 42 35 - 2S ,. 

cn 22 

U) 57 12 13 35 w 
., 

0 
121 cn 37 14 20 21 .. ...J 35 

w 2S 11 32 22 z - <( 
::, ...J 57 " ,. 38 

~ 
., 

118 <( 37 17 23 25 .. 35 
0 ~ 

2S 13 13 35 w 25 

e:.. - 57 12 17 ,. 42 u. ., 
115 ' 37 11 19 27 ,. 52 ' 35 

w U) 2S " 
,. 39 ~ 22 u - cn w 57 14 20 21 .. w ., 

a:: 112 37 13 23 30 31 "' 35 

0 I 2S 12 ,. 19 43 :I: 22 
u. - u 57 17 ,. 25 .. u ., 
(!) 109 z 37 16 ,. 34 35 59 z 35 - -2S " 21 22 .. - 22 z - I- I-:i: 57 12 20 27 ,. SJ ., 

106 I 37 19 30 38 39 ., :I: 35 
en - (!) 2S ,. ,. ,. 50 (!) 22 
::, w 57 " 23 31 32 57 w 

., 
Q. 103 37 23 34 42 ., .. 35 

...J 
I 2S 12 21 28 ,. 54 :I: 22 -<( 0 57 17 27 ,. 36 "' 0 ., 

i= 100 z 37 26 38 46 ., ., z 35 

<( 2S " 24 32 33 .. <( 22 

z - 57 21 31 39 " 64 ., - 97 
I 37 J0 " 50 51 72 :I: 

35 - 2S 17 ,. 36 ,. 61 22 
57 25 36 44 " 67 ., 

94 37 35 •• 54 55 75 35 - 2S 21 33 41 42 .. 22 
57 29 ,o 48 .. 71 ., 

9 1 37 39 51 ,. 59 77 35 - 2S 25 37 4S .. .. 22 
57 33 " SJ 54 74 ., .. 37 .. 55 62 63 ., 35 - 2S 29 42 50 51 72 22 
57 "' 50 57 58 77 ., ., 37 49 59 66 67 112 35 - 2S " 

., 54 56 75 22 
57 43 54 62 63 79 ., ., 37 ., 64 70 71 " 35 - 2S 39 51 ,. 60 78 22 
57 .. 59 66 67 ., ., 

" ,. 37 .. .. 73 74 •• 35 " 2S .. , . 63 64 80 22 

+ = CREA TER THAN 90% LESS THAN 10% 

""" .. 

13 
13 

11 17 
11 17 

14 22 

" 22 

19 27 
20 28 
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TABLE 7 (CONTINUED) • POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR PUSHING TASKS 
INITIAL FORCES 

MALE FEMALE 

FREQUENCY 
ONE PUSH EVERY ""' Im 5m "'"' "' , .. Im ... "'"' 

57 ., •• 70 71 " 
., 

" " 76 " ., 72 71 11 "' J5 " " ,, M •• , . ,. ., ,, 
>--

" .. •• ,. ,. 00 ., ,. 31 ,, 
" ., " llO 00 ' " " 31 

>-- " .. .. 1l 12 .. " bl ., ,, II ,. "' ., 12 " JU 
70 " II ,. ,, 

" ' " 12 " " " ,. 70 ,. 
" 0/ (/) " -- bl GO ,. llO " ., 11 "' " (/) ' w 

" " " " .. " ' lb 11 " •• Cl (/) 
" n .. , . ffl M ..J ,, .. 

z >-- w <( 
...I " /J ,. I) .. ' ., " " .. " ::> •• <( " 

,. .. ., .. ' :::1: " " 
,. .. " 0 :ii: " 10 " " " ' w " 

,. 
" ll. - bl 11 " 

,. OU ' 
LI. ., ,0 JO •• .. 

~ 

" • " " " .. ' ' ' " " " .. " w - " 
,. •• "' 

., 
' - ,, ,. 

" u - (/) (/) 
w " .. " OI .. ' w ., " 

,. 61 ., 
et: " " .. .. ' ' ' " " ,. ., " 0 :c 

" 10 .. " .. ' 
:c 71 71 ,. 

LL >-- u bl •• (.) ., .. ,. 
z .. ' ' ' z " .. 

<., " " • ' ' ' ' " 
,. .. .. ,. - " 

. , ., = ::::.. ,, .. y .. z >--
I- " 17 ' ' ' ' ... ., " I) " 

,. 
:c ., :c " ' ' ' ' ' :c " .. I) ,. 00 
(/) - <., " .. .. ' ' ' <., ,, 12 " " " :::> iij bl .. ' ' ' ' jjj ., " .. •1 .. 
ll. ., 

" ' ' ' ' ' Jb " .. II Ob 
...J :c " .. ' ' ' :c ,, 

" 
,, 

" •• -<( Cl " ' ' ' ' ' Cl ., .. /J .. .. 
I= .. z " ' ' ' ' ' z " . , ,. .. .. 

>-- <( " ' ' ' ' ' <( 22 ,. ., •• 70 

z :c bl ' ' ' ' . :c ., JJ 80 . . - ., 
" . . . . . " 12 80 . - " . ' ' . . ,, ffl " n ,. 
" . . . . . ., 00 .. . . .. J7 . . • . . " 79 .. . . - " • • • • ' " hi .. 90 .. 
" . • • . • . , •• . . . ,, ,, • . . • • '' .. . . . - " • • • . • 22 ., ,. .. .. 
57 • • • • • ., • • . • ,. J7 • • • • • " • • . • 

>-- " • • • • • 22 ,. .. . • 
57 • • • • • ., • • . • 

31 J7 • • • • • J5 • • . • 
>-- " • • • • • 22 " .. . • 

57 • • • • • " • • . • 
28 J7 • • • • • 35 • • . • - " • • • • • 22 .. • . • 

57 • • • . • " • • . • 
" J7 • • • . • 35 • • . • 

25 • • • . . 22 • • . . 
+ = CR:EATER THAN 90% LESS THAN 1o,r. 

8h ,. ,. 
.. .. 
II ., .. 
" " " ,. 

" " " .. 
" " ,. ,. .. 
"' 00 

" .. .. ., .. 
" .. 
' 
' ,. . . ., . . .. . 
• 
• . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
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TABLE SF - FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR PUSHING TASKS 
SUSTAINED FORCE 

PUSflNC 
DISTANCE 7FEET 25 FEET SO FEET 

FREQUENCY 
ONE PUSH EVERY JO, Im Sm 31>n ,., 30, Im Sm ,... ,., ,.. Im Sm 30m 

53 23 .. 35 16 

- 22 - 53 ,. 
en 76 35 21 
Cl - 22 

z 53 " 34 
:::) 72 35 ,. 12 

0 - 22 13 

D. 53 13 19 .. 12 
~ .. 35 12 32 16 

w - 22 " 11 

u 53 18 26 47 17 

0:: 64 - 35 12 17 l9 22 

0 - UJ 25 24 15 

u. w 53 13 24 31 •• 23 
60 :J: 35 17 23 46 29 

(.!) - 0 22 11 "' 21 
z z 53 19 31 39 60 11 "' 
:I: 56 ,:::.. 35 13 23 30 " " 36 

22 11 17 "' ,. 
en - I- 53 16 ,. .. 47 .. 12 17 l9 :::) 52 :J: 35 19 31 39 60 16 22 « 
D. (!) 22 17 ,. 46 IS 36 
Cl 

-
53 23 35 48 55 72 18 ,. 47 

w 48 w 35 16 27 .. 47 ., 12 23 30 63 " z - :J: 22 ,. 25 32 " 16 23 45 

<t 0 53 32 « 57 63 n 13 15 27 34 .. 11 17 .. 35 ,. ,. ., 56 73 12 20 32 40 6 1 IS 21 I- z 22 12 21 34 42 62 13 25 32 .. 15 en - < :::) 53 43 64 S5 70 ., 21 24 37 .. 65 19 ,. 
40 J: 35 34 46 59 .. 78 20 29 ., so 69 13 ,. 31 

II/ 22 20 31 " 52 ro 18 22 35 42 63 17 23 -
53 54 •• 73 11 .. 32 35 <8 55 72 17 30 " 36 35 46 51 67 72 83 31 41 54 60 75 22 35 43 

- 22 30 ., 55 62 n 28 33 46 53 71 16 27 35 
53 .. 73 .. 83 .. .. .. 60 .. 19 16 29 42 60 

32 35 57 ., 75 79 87 .. " " 70 ., ,. 35 48 S5 

- 22 43 S5 .. 71 ., 41 .. 58 .. 78 13 27 40 47 
53 ,. .. 85 87 . 58 6 1 71 " 85 29 .. 56 62 

28 35 "' 76 82 .. . 57 65 74 78 .. ,. .. 61 67 

- 22 57 67 75 79 87 55 69 69 ,. .. 25 " 54 60 
53 82 .. .. . . 71 73 .. 83 .. 46 59 69 ,. 

24 35 78 83 87 .. . 70 76 82 es . ., 
" 73 n 

- 22 70 n 83 es . .. 71 79 82 .. 42 57 .. 72 

53 .. . . . . ., ., 87 .. . .. 73 90 83 
20 35 .. .. . . . ., .. .. . . 61 76 82 85 

22 90 85 .. . . 79 8 1 .. .. . 60 72 79 ., -
53 . . . . . .. .. . . . 19 .. .. . 

16 35 . . . . . .. . . . . n .. .. . 
- 22 ,. . . . . .. .. . . . 76 83 .. .. 

53 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
12 35 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 

22 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
• = CREATERTHAN 90% LESS THAN 10'3'. 

8h 

12 

" 18 
12 
20 
25 
18 
28 
34 
26 ,. ., 
35 
<8 
53 
<6 
58 
63 
57 .. 
72 

" 11 .. 
76 .. .. 
83 .. . .. . . . . . . 
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TABLE SM - MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR PUSHING TASKS 
SUSTAINED FORCE 

PUSIINC 
DISTANCE HITT 2SFE£T SO FEET 

FREQUEMCY 
ONE PUSH EVERY "" Im ... - .. "" Im ... - .. "" I m Sm 30m 

51 . . ZJ 
105 " . 11 ,. 

- 25 . . Z1 - 51 12 ,. 11 
(J) 100 " 12 15 " Cl - 25 11 •• l2 

z 51 13 
,. ,. . . ,. . . 

:::) 95 " 17 lD «) " 0 - 25 ,. "' .. 11 

D. 51 ,. Z2 .. 21 - 90 " Z2 "' 0 "' w - 25 21 25 .. 16 

u 51 ,. ,. ., 11 Z1 

It: 85 - " 13 2S D 53 ,. 
0 - (/) 25 12 "' l2 52 Z2 

u. w 51 ,. 
" 

,. .. 13 
,. 

35 

"' :I: " II .. Cl .. 12 l5 33 
(!) - 0 25 n JS .. ,. 12 ,. 
z z 51 21 ., .. ., 19 Z3 Cl 

J: 75 :::::- " u 25 .. ., ., 18 21 " 25 12 ,. ., C2 .. " 17 " (J) - I- 51 16 ,. .. 52 ., 11 Z1 31 51 12 15 :::) 

"' :I: " lD D 53 51 n 25 ,. 50 12 " D. <.!) 25 ,. l2 52 " n 21 25 <5 11 

Cl 
-

51 Z3 ,. 51 8) 75 •• ,. «) 60 19 23 
w 65 w " 

,. CJ ., .. ,. .. " 
,. 58 , . 22 

z - :I: 25 Z1 .. 6D .. n 13 ,. 
" SC " 18 

<t 0 51 13 .. .. .. ., ,. .. 50 67 12 ,. 33 .. " • 52 .. n 12 25 .. .. .. 11 n 31 I- z 25 " 51 • n 12 21 y; .. 63 23 ,. 
(J) - <{ 
:::) 51 .. 51 n 1S .. 11 " 56 6D 75 "' ,. Cl 

55 J::: " .. .. .. ,. .. lC ,. 55 58 ,. 19 38 " II) 25 C2 61 75 n .. u 31 50 SC 71 15 33 " -
51 55 ., "' 11 • "' .. .. ., ., 32 51 S5 

50 " S9 71 12 13 . Z3 C1 .. .. "' ., 50 53 

- 25 58 10 "' 13 .. Z3 CJ 61 .. ,. 25 45 49 
51 .. ,. 85 .. . l2 ., 1'5 n .. 15 cs 62 .. 

cs " 10 ,. .. • . ,. .. 1, 76 .. 19 " 61 65 

- 25 ... ,. ... ., . " S5 71 73 .. 20 38 57 ., 
51 ,. .. "' . . C2 n 12 .. . ,. 58 73 76 .. " 

,. .. . . . ,., 71 . , .. . 33 57 72 75 

- 25 ,. .. . . . ,., 67 ,. 11 • " 53 .. 72 
51 .. • . . . .. 81 .. .. . .. 71 82 83 

35 " 8S . . . . .. ., 87 .. . <9 "' 81 83 

- 25 .. .. . . . ES ,. .. ., . 50 ., 79 ., 
51 . . . . . 1S • . . . 62 82 .. .. ., 
" . . . . . n 11 . . . .. 81 .. .. 
25 . . . . . n .. . . . 67 19 87 .. -
51 . . . . . .. . . . . n .. . . 

25 " . . . . . 17 . . . . "' .. . . 
- 25 . . . . . ., . . . . "' .. . . 

51 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 
20 " . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
+ = CAEATER THAii '°" • = t.Es.S THAN 10% 

.. 

13 
12 

19 
18 
14 

26 
24 
20 
34 
33 ,. 
" " 37 
53 
52 
47 

62 
61 
57 
71 

"' 67 
19 
78 
75 
85 
85 
83 . . .. . . . . . . 
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TABLE 9 • POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR PULLING TASKS 
INITIAL FORCES 

MALE FEMALE 

FREQUENCY 
ONE PUU. EVERY "" Im 6m JOm II, , .. Im ... 

" 
., 

lJO " " " ,, ~ ,, 
>--

bl ., 
"' " " " >-- " " " bl ., - ,,. 

" " 
,, 

Cl) 

" II " " Cl - bl 
(/) ., w . z 111 (/) " " ...J 

., 
:::, " " ,. ., ,, 

>-- w < 0 ...J " :ii: " 0.. 110 < " 
,. 

" ,. 1• " •• w "' ->-- :ii: LL w " ., 
1" • " ,0 ' " (J - " " ,. 

"' .. - ,, 
a:: - Cl) (/) 

0 w " w ., 
112 :c " 

,. 
:I: " u.. " " 1J ,. 

" 
,, 

>-- (.) bl <.) ., C) 
109 z " 17 " 

,. z " z - ,. ,. 
" •• '" ::::. ,, 

::::; >--
I- " I- " ...J 106 :c " " " " :I: ,, 

:::, - C) " 11 ,, 
" " " C) 22 

0.. w " jjj ., 
103 " II II " .. ,, 

...J :c " " 
,. ,. •• ,.. :I: ,, 

< - Cl " 0 ., 
i= 100 z " " 22 ,. 

" z " >-- < " 11 " 
., ., /0 < 22 z bl ., 

91 
:c 

" 18 21 " b8 
:I: ,s - " " " •• .. I] ,, 

" " ., 
•• 37 11 2J 32 33 " " . - " 

,. ., 
" " 77 22 

" " ., 
91 37 " 28 37 39 " " - " " " ,. SB ., 22 

" 20 " •• 37 19 33 ., .. 71 " >-- " 37 SJ " 63 ., 22 

" " ., 
86 37 23 ,. •• so " 35 

>-- " "' SB 66 .. .. 22 

" 
., ., 

82 37 29 " .. 56 79 35 - "' .. 63 71 72 "' 22 13 

57 11 37 ., ,. 37 35 51 60 62 82 35 12 

"' .. .. 75 76 . 22 18 

+ = GREATER THAN 90% • = LESS THAN 10"-

]Om Oh 

1J 

II 

17 

" .. 22 .. 
12 20 
19 28 
12 19 
17 26 ,. ,. 
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TABLE 9 (CONTINUED) • POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR PULLING TASKS 
INITIAL FORCES 

MALE FEMALE 

FREQUENCY 
ONE Plll l EVERY ""' Im 5m "'"' "' , .. Im ... "'"' 

57 " " " 
., 12 17 

76 " 
., 

" "' " " 35 11 " " ,n ,, ,. M ,, ,. 
" >--

" " 20 21 liO ., 11 2J ,, 
" ... " 11 12 .. " " 

,. 
>-- " .. 11 ., ., 

' " 11 l l " bl II ,. 21 ,.. ., 2J ., - 70 " .. .. , . 11 ' " 
,. JI (/) 

" " " Ill "' ' 
,, 

" 
,. .. 

Cl - bl 12 ,. 
" 

,. ll.l 
(/) ., ., 

" z " " 
., ,. 00 " ' 

w lb " 11 " ::::, (/) 
" •• •• ,. .. ...J .. " .. .. , .. 

>-- w < 0 ...J " 11 JI ,o ., "' :ii: 
., " "' .. 

a. •• < JI .. ,. .. .. ' " " " .. " - :\: " 11 .. ' ' ' w " 1• ,. .. " - bl ,, 
" .. 1,1) lb LL ., " 

,, ., 
" w ., • " 

,. 
" 

., 80 ' ' " 1• ,. .. " 0 - " •• ' . . - ,, ,, ,. ., .. 
0:: - en en 
0 w " " 

., , . " llO w ., " " .. ., 
" :c " ,. " ' ' ' :c " " " ., .. 

u.. " 
., 

' ' ' ' 72 " 
., 10 " >-- u bl .. " .. .. 0 ., ,. •• ., C) z .. z n 

" " IJ .. ' ' ' " JI .. II ,. 
z - " ::::. .. .. .. .. • • 
:J >--

I- " .. .. 12 " .. I- ., .. 11 IJ " ..I ., :c JI ., 
' ' ' ' :c " 

., .. " 
., 

::::, - C) " ' ' ' ' ' C) 72 " .. 12 .. 
a. iij bl .. ,, II ,. . jjj . , >O 11 ID .. 

•• " . ' ' . . lb " 
., ., 81 

...J :c " . . . . :c ,, 
" 

,. ., . 
< - Cl " .. " IIJ .. . Cl ., 

" 10 I> .. 
j:: •• z " . . . . . z " .. ,. ., . 

>-- < " . . ' . . < 22 ,. 
" . . z :c " 16 .. .. .. . :c . , 11 , . . . ., 

" . . . . ' " 
,. ., . . - " . . . . . ,, ., ., . . 

57 12 .. . . . ., .. .. . . .. 37 . . • . . " .. .. . . - " • • • • ' " 
., • . 

' " 811 • • . • ., 81 • . . 
31 JI . . . . • 35 .. . . . - " • • • . • 22 • • . • 

57 • • • • • ., • • . • 
" J7 • • • • • 35 • • . • 

>-- " • ' ' ' • 22 • • . • 
57 • • • • • ., • • . • 

31 J7 • • • • • 35 • • . • 
>-- " • • • • • 22 • • . • 

57 • • • • • ., • • . • 
28 J7 • • • • • 35 • • . • - " • • • • • 22 • • . • 

57 • • • . • ., • • . • 
" J7 • • • . • 35 • • . • 

25 • . . . . 22 . • . . 
+ = GREATER THAN 90% LESS THAN 10'K. 

8h 

" 32 .. 
32 .. 
•• .. ., ,., .. 
" .. ,. 
" 10 .. 
10 ,. 
11 , . ., 
" " •• 

" " . .. . . . . . . . . . . . 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
' • 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• . 
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TABLE 10F. FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR PULLING TASKS 
SUSTAINED FORCE 

PULLING 
DISTANCE 7FEET 25 FEET SO FEET 

FREQUENCY 
ONE PULL EVERY JO, Im Sm - 11h 30, Im Sm - 11h JO, Im Sm J0m 

53 13 
76 35 11 

- 22 

53 19 - 72 35 16 
(/) - 22 
0 53 25 13 z .. 35 21 
::> - 22 13 

0 53 32 19 
Cl. 64 35 29 16 - 22 19 

UJ -
53 16 41 ,. 

(.) 60 - 35 13 :n 22 
ll:: - UJ 25 ,. 14 

0 w 53 ,. 23 49 12 34 
u. ,. ::i::: 35 13 20 46 31 

(.!) - 0 22 12 35 21 

z z 53 12 24 32 .. 12 19 44 

:J 52 ,:::.. 35 21 29 65 16 "' 22 12 19 44 JO 
...J - I- 53 " 19 34 42 "' 20 ,. •• ::> •• ::i::: 35 12 16 30 39 63 17 ,. "' Cl. (!) 22 20 ,. .. " "' 0 -

53 23 29 45 63 74 16 30 39 63 12 18 

UJ 44 w 35 20 ,. 
" 50 72 13 26 3S 60 15 

z - ::i::: 22 12 17 30 39 .. 17 25 61 

<( 0 53 ,. 41 ,. .. 90 17 27 ., 51 72 21 29 
40 35 31 "' 53 

., 19 " 23 38 47 70 18 25 f- z 22 21 27 43 51 73 15 28 36 ., 16 (/) - < ::> 53 48 •• 67 73 .. 28 "' 55 63 90 19 33 ., 
(/) 36 J: 35 4S 61 65 71 85 25 36 52 59 78 

,. 30 "' 22 34 "' 55 63 90 16 ,. 41 50 72 20 ,. -
53 " 67 11 81 . ., 65 67 73 .. 33 48 .. 

32 35 59 64 75 BO .. 40 61 65 71 85 29 4S ., 
- 22 49 65 .. 74 .. 29 41 56 63 90 19 34 ., 

53 74 ,. 85 .. . 59 .. 78 " . 23 so .. ro 
28 35 72 76 83 .. . 56 "' 76 81 . 20 •• 60 ., 

- 22 .. 69 78 " . 46 67 .. " 87 12 35 51 S9 

53 .. .. . . . 74 90 86 .. . ., 67 11 8 1 
24 35 " 85 . . . 71 78 85 .. . 39 64 " 19 

- 22 11 90 87 .. . .. 72 8 1 .. . ,. 55 .. 73 
53 . . . . . BS .. . . . .. 8 1 ., .. 

20 35 . . . . . .. .. . . . 6 1 79 BS .. 
- 22 87 .. . . . 79 84 .. . . 61 73 81 85 

53 . . . . . . . . . . 8 1 . . . ,. 35 . . . . . . . . . . 90 .. . . 
22 . . . . . .. . . . . 74 .. . . -
53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

12 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
- 22 . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . 

53 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• 35 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

22 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• = GREATER THAN 90% LESS THAN 10% 

8h 

15 
12 

22 
19 
11 

32 ,. 
19 ., 
39 
29 
55 
51 

" .. 
63 
54 
74 
74 .. .. 
83 
11 . .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . 
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TABLE 10M . MALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR PULLING TASKS 
SUSTAINED FORCE 

PIJLUNC 
DISTANCE 7 FEET 25 FEET SO FEET 

FREQUENCY 
ONE PULL EVERY JO, Im Sm ... ,., 30, Im Sm ... ,., JO, Im Sm J0m 

57 
105 37 18 - - 25 25 

(/) 57 

0 100 37 24 

z - 25 3 1 

::::, 57 

0 95 37 3 1 
25 13 38 13 

0.. -
57 - 90 37 13 "' 13 w 25 19 .. 19 

(.) - 57 11 
0::: 85 - 37 19 .. 19 

0 - (/) 25 26 .. 26 

LL w 57 17 

<!) 80 ~ 37 27 •• 27 

0 25 15 34 6 1 11 35 z - z 57 25 
...I 75 37 16 ,. 62 12 36 
...I ,:::.. 

25 22 43 .. 17 .. 
::::, - I- 57 11 34 11 
0.. 70 ~ 37 11 24 4S 10 19 .. 
0 - (!) 25 16 31 5J 75 26 63 

57 18 45 18 w 65 w 37 18 34 .. n 28 .. 12 z ~ 25 16 25 41 " 8 1 16 36 63 18 -< 57 11 28 .. 28 0 I- 60 z 37 18 28 " .. 83 18 39 65 20 
(/) 25 26 36 53 71 .. 25 47 71 u 27 - < ::::, 57 19 40 "' " 41 
(/) 55 J: 37 29 "' 57 ,. 87 29 SI " 13 17 32 

25 37 .. " 78 . 12 37 58 19 19 23 "' - 57 17 32 5J 76 26 •• 11 
so 37 43 63 .. 81 . 16 ., 63 8 1 23 29 45 

- 25 50 6 1 73 .. . 23 so 69 85 31 36 63 
57 20 J0 46 66 83 20 41 ., 22 

" 37 57 "' 78 87 . 29 56 ,. 87 12 38 43 69 

- 25 .. 72 ., . . u l7 64 79 . 18 46 SI "' 57 3S .. 62 77 .. 11 35 57 78 17 22 l7 
40 37 70 n 85 . . 21 .. 70 83 . 26 54 59 72 

- 25 76 8 1 .. . . 29 63 76 .. . 33 6 1 66 n 
57 54 63 75 .. . 26 54 72 .. 34 40 .. 

35 37 81 .. . . . 39 63 8 1 99 . .. 70 ,. 83 

- 25 .. .. . . . 47 .. 85 . . 62 75 78 .. 
57 71 78 .. . . 23 47 71 .. . 27 56 61 73 

30 37 99 . . . . 60 78 .. . . .. 82 .. . 
25 . . . . . 67 Q2 . . . 10 .. .. . - 57 .. .. . . . 48 10 85 . . 63 75 79 .. 

25 37 . . . . . 78 .. . . . 8 1 . . . 
- 25 . . . . . ll2 . . . . •• . . . 

57 . . . . . ,. .. . . . n .. . . 
20 37 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

25 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• = CREA TER THAN 90% LESS THAN 10'r. 

8h 

11 

11 
17 

18 
24 

26 
34 

36 .. 
12 .. 
55 
22 
59 .. 
34 
70 
75 .. 
79 ., 
64 .. .. 
77 . . 
87 . . . . . . . . 
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TABLE 11F - FEMALE POPULATION PERCENTAGES FOR CARRYING TASKS 

CARRYING 
DISTANCE 7 FEET 14 FEET 28 FEET 

FREQUENCY 
ONE CARRY EVERY "' 30, Im Sm at, IS. 30, Im Sm at, 1S. !O, l m Sm at, 

IJ .. - 31 21 

10 .. - 31 28 10 12 

'7 ,o 15 1l 

!1 36 21 18 -.. 40 l1 19 - 31 " 29 2S 

61 .. 30 l1 13 

- -- 31 $4 J8 34 
(/) - (/) 
0 II w 40 40 JI 20 
z :::c: 31 11 63 " 4l 
::) - 0 
0 ss z ,o IO C6 29 
0.. !1 14 18 11 . '7 54 - - -.... S2 I- 40 "' ., l9 
J: :I: !1 " 

,, l1 19 11 14 67 12 63 <., - 0 jjj 49 •• 13 17 10 11 14 67 SI 

~ w 31 18 22 3J l9 85 18 2J IS 15 " 20 IJ - :::c: .... C6 .. 13 22 l1 18 19 ,. 1& 11 62 
(.) Cl w - z 31 28 Joi 45 51 89 29 3' 82 12 25 25 30 80 -, 
(I) 4) < 40 11 2l 34 .. 85 31 36 8) 15 15 20 ll 

0 :::c: 31 " " 58 63 • 13 42 " 88 22 ll l l 4) 86 -.. •• 29 ,. 48 .. • 15 " IO 89 18 27 27 32 81 

- !1 " .. 10 " • 23 " 61 . 35 51 SI 57 . 
n •• .. SI ., 67 • 11 21 59 .. . 31 " " " 88 

- 31 68 12 80 83 • 19 J8 59 73 . 60 65 65 10 . 
34 40 .. 66 75 19 • 2l 43 72 76 . " 57 57 63 • - 31 19 82 87 89 • 34 .. 80 83 . 65 77 77 81 • 
31 .. " 19 85 87 • .. 60 Bl 88 . .. 72 12 16 • - 31 88 • • • • SI 10 88 . . 18 96 88 88 • 
21 40 85 88 • • • sg 16 • . . 18 94 9-1 88 • - 31 . • • . • 68 82 • . . Bl • • • • 
2S .. . . • . • n 87 • . . 88 • • . . - 31 . . • . • 83 . • . . . • . . . 

+ • CREATERTHAHUO'l' • • LESS THAN 1(1,r, 
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Appendix C: California OSHA and NIOSH Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

 

 

Use ~ sides of U:tc cludtlist Lo compare similar tools. For example, ir you have two pliers 

and want to sclecl UlC bcsl of the t\\i'O, com~ each tool againsl the fealllfes on the check.list. 

·100 more "Yes" answers the LOOI hns. ire better the tool. 

Rerer 10 Scclion D. Tips for Selecting Hand Tools, ror more delails. 

Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

Select the tool that has the most "YES .. answers. 

For single-handle tools used for power tasks; 

Does the rool feel comlortab~ and h.we a hand~ 
diameter between I 114 .-w:hes and 2 .-w:hes~ (pg. B) 

2 For sinzle-handle took used lor precision tasks: 

Is the handle dmneter between 1/4 inch and 

I/ 2 Ind,/ (pg, 8) 

3 ~ double-handle tools used ror powEW' tasks: 

Is the f~ s:pan at lerut '2 inches when doted and 
no mot'e than l In indles when open~ (pg. B) 

4 F<,,- doool...,,ndlc oool, u,cd ro, p"""1on ,..1c,: 

1.s the u ip span no lets than I inch when dosed 
and no more than 3 nmes when open! (pg. 9) 

5 For double-ha-idle tools: 

1, the handle ,prlng-lo'4cdl (pg, 9) 

Examples 

Checklf"YES"' 

Single>- Double-
handle took handle tools 

Tool I Tool 2 Tool I Tool 2 
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Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

Select the tool that has the most "YES" answ«S 

6 k the tool handle without sharp edges or finger 

groov.,1 (pg. 9) 

7 Is the tool handle ~ced with .oolt m:iceriaH 

(pg. 9) 

8 um d\C tool be u,cd while keeping your wrl,t 

so,ught! (PZ- 10) 

9 Can the tool be used with your dominant hand or 

w;th ekher hand/ (pg. I 0) 

I O For h;d,.fo«e w ks: 

Is the handle longer than the widest part. of 

your hand (urual~ 4 inches to 6 i>me,)1 (p2, 11 ) 

I I Does the tool handle h.we a non-slip surface~ 

(pg. 11) 

Examples Check t '"YES"' 
for all tools 

Tool I Tooll 
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Appendix D: Completed Great American Insurance Company Ergonomic Task Analysis 

Worksheets 
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r.at, 
S,.mm:iry tf Pn:.tlf.-._· _______________ _ _ _ 

A!tem1tJ, t Scwno n ind (.QsU: -------------

21 Acr.r-m,trat<ae: ---------- - --------------------

Oa,e Solut><n .~ctu•!l/ Compl~ttit _________ _ ~:tu:al LOSt _________ _ 
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Appendix E: Completed California OSHA and NIOSH Tool Checklist for Hand Tool 

Selection Forms 

 

 
 

Use Jl!lll1 sides of ~,e cb«:klist 10 compare similar tools. For example. if you hove two plius 

and wru,110 select 1he best of the two, compare each tool agains, the features on the checklist. 

The more "'Yes" answers the tool has, the better the tool. 

Refer to Section 0, Tips for Selecting Hand Tools, for more details. 
O,Cck if "YES" 

Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

Select the tool that has the most .. YES"' 1nswers. 

For single·handl0 cools u.sed for power tasks: 

Does the cool feel comfon:a~e and have a handle 

diam8t~r bccwec.n I I /4 inches and 2 lnchQS! (pg. 8) 

2 For single-handle tools used lo< p,eclsion wl<s: 

3 

4 

s 

I, the handle dr.imeter betwttn I /4 incti and 

Ill inch! (pg, 8) 

For double-tundle tools u.s-ed for power tasks: 

Is the grip span at least 2 Inches when closed and 

no more lhan 3 1n inche< when open/ (pg, 8) 

For double-handle tools used for precision tasks: 

Is the grip span no less than I ineh when dose<t 

and no more than 3 inches when open? (pg. 9) 

For dow,le-handlc tool~ 

Is the handle spring-loaded/ (pg. ,1 

Examples Single-

/Vil 

rvA 

11/4 

lv'/2 

COMPLETE BOTH SIDES ... 
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Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

Selea c:he tool that has the most "YES'' ans.wers 

6 Is th~ cool handle without sharp edges or fi,,ger 

grooves! (pg. 9) 

7 Is the tool handle co;ired Wld, soft mat..-..11 

(pg. 9) 

8 C.n the tool be used while keeping your wrl>< 

stnlghtl (pg. I 0) 

9 Can the cool be used with your dominant hand or 

wllh elche< hv,d! (pg. I 0) 

IO For high-force wks: 

Is the handle longer dw, the widest p<lrt of 

you.- hand (usually 4 Inc.hes to 6 inc.hes)! (pg. 11) 

I I Docs the tool handle have a non-slip surlacd 

(pg.I i) 

Examples 

----
Check if "YES" 

ror all cools 

Tool I 
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Use .Dfilll sides of the checkli!t to oomparc sum.lar tools. for example. if you have. two pllets 

and want to scloct the best of 1hc 1wo. compare each 1001 against the features on the elJeckliSL 
Tiuunorc "Yes"' answers the tool hus, lhc belier the 1001. 

Refer to Section D. Tips for Selecting I land Tools. (or more details. 
Cbock if"'YES" 

Checklist for H and Tool Selection 

Select the tool that h:u: the ITIO$t "'YES"' answers. 

I I For single-handle tools used fo, Po- wk$. 

Does the tool feel comfortable and have a hancUe 

diameter bctwCetl I 1/4 inches and 2 inches! (P&-8) 

,-

2 For sJng~andle tads used for prccbfon tuks: 

3 

Is the handle diameter between I /4 Ind, and 

112 mch! (pg. 8) 

for double-handle to0b used for power ('Mk$: 

Is the zrip span at least 2 Inches when dosed and 

no more thm 3 I fl Inc.ht:$ when open! (pg. 8) 

4 For doubfe-handle tool$ used for prec:is.ion tasks: 

-
s 

-

Is the gr1p span no less than I inch when cl0$Cd 

and no mo<e than 3 inches whcll open! (pg. 9) 

For doubfc-t~ndlc toob. 

Is die handle sp,ioi-loadcd1 (pg. 9) 

Examples Ooublc:-

s h.\rldle toOk 

N4 

COMPLETE BOTH SIDES .. 
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Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

Select the tool that has the most '"YES" answers 

6 Is me tool handle wichouc sharp edges or finger 

grooves! (pg. 9) 

7 Is the tool handle coated witJ1 soft material? 

(pg. 9) 

8 Can the tool be used while keeping your w·fac 

scraighc' (pg. I 0) 

9 Can the tool be used with your dominant hand or 

wich either hand! (pg. I 0) 

IO For high-force casks: 

Is che handle longer than the widest part of 

your hand (usually 4 inches to 6 inches)! (pg. 11) 

11 Does the tool handle have a non-slip surface! 

(pg. I I) 

Examples 

--::• 

Check if"YES" 

for all cools 

Tool I Too12 
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Use ao.m sides of the c.hecldis-l to compare similar tools, For exa1nple. if you have IWO pliers 

ond wam to select the t,es, of lhe two, compare eacll tool agnin,;t the reawres on the chcckli.;1. 

The more ··Yes0 ruiswers the tool bas, the beu~ 1hc:. tool. 

Refer to Section D. Tips for Selecting. Rand Tools. for more details. 

Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

Select the tool that has the most ---YES"' answers, 

For single-handle tools used fer power wb:: 

Dou the t.001 feel cornforub!le and have a handle 

diameter bct:wffn I 1/4 inches and 2 Inches? (pg. 8} 

l For .,;lngle-hvKlle tools uied for precision ta:.ks: 

Is the twde diamtter between 1/4 inch and 

11 l incl,! (pg. 8) 

3 f-or double--h3ndJc toals used! for power m ks: 

Is the gr;, span at least 2 inches when d osed 2nd 

no more than 3 In Inches when opt,n? (pg. 8) 

4 For double-handle tools used for pr«lslon ULSks: 

5 

Is the grip $pan no ies.s than I inch when doS-Cd 

and no more than 3 lnctlcs when opent (pg. 9) 

For doublo-handle tools: 

Is d,e handle sprtn1-lo1ded~ (pg. 9) 

Examples 

Check ir "YES'" 

Single-- Double• 
h2ndte tools handle tools 
'--
Tool I Toal 2 Tool I Tool l 

IJA 
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Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

Sele« the tool that has the most -YES" answcn 

6 Is die tool handle without sharp tdges or fioicr 1-· ... 
7 Is the tool handle coated 'Mth soft mace.nail 

(pg. 9) 

8 Cw tho rool be used whlle ~ping your wr1n 

m,.ight! (pg. I 0) 

9 Can the t00I be used with your domin.2nt hand or 

with eldler hand! (pg. I 0) 

I O for high-lorct i;ylg; 

Is the handle longer dlan the widest part of 

y,our hand (usually~ Inch"' co 6 Inches)! (pg. 11) 

I I Docs the cool handle ha-...e a non•shp surfacd 

(pg. I I) 

Examples 

---=--

Check if"YES" 

for all tools 

Tool I 

( J,~ 

tVA 
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! 

IJ"!oc:: _tmJi sidcs of the ~b« kii:u II) c~wpa.re similur lOOls, FOr cx:1m1>le. if you tl;m: I\\V pli:cts 

:inti wao1 10 .wkct llle besl of tbc cwo, compare c-.nch lOOI a,:ain..1 the rc-J11urcs oo lhe chtcklii:L 

1be ,n()(e ''Yer." ans wen; lhc •~"JI r,a'I, Ilic better lhc. tool 

RcfcrtOSt'll;tic,n D. Tips for Se~rl113 llud Tool$, Ii.Jr nic,rc 111:tiolls. 

Checkli•t for Hand Tool Selection 

For $ittgle-tlanc:II<: r.ools used b-ptJW81' ~ks: 

Does chQ LOOI fffll co1nbubit arid ha.Vie" a hl!ldle 

<:hamctcr bef,.,,ttn I I H lnthcs :a11d 2 indlolM-! (pg. 8} 

2 for S1ngje-lw1.st! t.oob u.-d for preasion u,ks: 

Ii. the hi ,-dlf dluneter b1":tWCcs1 If-<! ind! and 

111 Inch! (pg. 8) 

3 for OOUb~-tundlc toOb used for power u•s: 
b, the f;"p s~n ,n 'e:/$t 2 incl!"' whe:n clos.ed :i.nd1 

no nl()(t dian l Ill iochoei whtn open? (pi,8) 

4 f.cw', OOublc:-h.vi• toob used for pre:chk>n mks: 

b the glp $pan no lcn d'otl I kith when clo~d 

a11d no ~ tlliltl .) .-ichu Yoticn opM! (pg 9) 

S for dovbf;t-handle «"lab: 

11 rhc tondle spti~tdl (p1, , ) 

Examples 

Check if ''YFS" 

Si~ Double-

lM,:llo tooh 1~(111} tnob 

Tool I roo1 2 Tool I Tr,ol l 
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Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

Se1ect the tool that hai the most ''YES" answers 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I I 

ls the tool handle.: w ithout sharp ~dgcs or finger 

groove$? (pg.9) 

1s the oool handle coaccd with soft material? 

(pg. 9) 

Can the cool be used while keeping your wri.st. 

scr.iight! (pg. I 0) 

Can the tool be used with your dominant hand or 

with either hand? (pg. I 0) 

For high-force tasks: 

Is the handle longer dun the wide>t part of 

your hand (usually 4 inches co 6 inches)! (pg. 11) 

Docs the tool handle have a non-slip sorfaccl I.,.,, 

Examples 

--:c 

"', 

I\ 

Check ~"YES" 

for all coots 

Tool I Too12 

k: ~ 
y(> 

ks 
N 

!1JA 

ILb~ 
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Use JlQIH sides of 1he cheddist 10 compare similar tools. For example. if you have two pliers 

and want to select lhc best of the rwo, compare each tool agains1 1hc fearurcs on the checklist. 

The rnore "Ye.,· answer.; ~,e tool has. the l,eu.cr lhe tool. 

Refer to Section D, Tips (or Selecting Hand TooJ:s, for m<H"'e details. 

Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

Select the tool that has the nlOtt .. yes·· answen, 

For slogle,handle toob used for power casks: 

Does the tool (eel comforttb,le and have a handle 

diameter bctWCcn I I /4 inches :and 2 inches! (pg. 8) 

2 Fo,- slngl.,.handle tools used for pn,clsloo tasks: 

Is the handle di.lmeter between 1/4 lndt and 

I/ 2 inch! (pg. 8) 

3 For double-handle to0ls u.s.ed for power auks: 

Is !he grip sp;,n at leost 2 Inches when closed and 

no more than 3 1n inches when open! (pg, 8) 

4 fo,- double-handle tools used lor precision tasks: 

s 

Is the grip span no less than I inch wtum dosed 

and no more than 3 Inches when open! (pg. Y) 

For double-hand~ tools: 

Is !he handle spring-loaded! (pg. ') 

Examples 

Oleck if "YES" 

Single- Double-

handle tools handle tools 

Tool I Tool 2 Tool I Tool 2 

/J/i 

/,14 
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Checklist for Hand Tool Selection 

Select the tool dlac has che most ''YES" answers 

6 Is me tool handle without sharp edges or fihger 

grooves/ (pg. 9) 

7 Is <he cool handle coated with soft material/ 

(pg. 9) 

8 Can the tool be used while keeping your wriit 

straight? (pg. IO) 

9 Can the tool be used with your dominant h:and or 

with either hand/ (pg. I 0) 

IO For high-for ce etsks: 

Is the handle longer d)an the widest part of 

your hand (usually 4 inches co 6 Inches)/ (pg. 11) 

I I Do<>s the tool handle have • non-slip surfacd 

(pg. 11) 

Examples Check if"YES'' 

for all tools 

Tool I Tool 2 

No 
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Appendix F: Revised NIOSH Lifting Equation Data 

 

 
 

Fry Box Lift I 
Finish Point 

LC= Constant of 51 pounds (represents the ma.'<imwn recommended load weight to be lifted 
under ideal conditions) 
H= Horizontal location of the object relative to the body 
\I= \I ertical location of the object relative to the floor 
D= Distance the object is moved vertically 
A= Asymmetry angle or twisting requirement 
F= Frequency and duration of lifting activity 
C= Coupling or quality of the workers grip on the object 
R\VL= Recommended Weight Limit 
LI (Lifting ~ LI = Load weight (weight of load in pounds or ki/ograms)/RWL ( < I = 
Acceptable weight; > I = Increase risk musculosketetal disorders) 

LC=51 H= 24':,.,X=52" D=r A= 1 (0 degrees) FM= .55 (3 reps between 2 and 8 hours) CM= 
.90 (poor) 

L C HM \11\,f DM 
51 / IQIH\ 1-(.0075 r\1-301) .82+/1.8,1)) 

51 /10124) I- /.0075[52-301) .82+/1.817) 
51 .417 .835 1.07 

RWL=51 x .417 x .835 x 1.07 x .997 x .55 x .90 
R\VL= 9.38 Ul.\ 
LI= 36 !)m(weight ofbox)l9.38 

AM 
I-C0032A) 
I- /.0032xl) 
.997 

LI= 3.84 Increased risk of musculosk eletal disorders 

FM CM 
FM CM 
.55 .90 l=or) 
.55 .90 
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Fry Box Lift 2 
Finish Point 

LC= Constant of 51 pounds (represents the ma.'<imum recommended load weight to be lifted 
wider ideal conditions) 
H= Horizontal location of the object relative to the body 
\I= \I ertical location of the object relative to the floor 
D= Distance the object is moved vertically 
A= Asymmetry angle or twisting requirement 
F= Frequency and duration of lifting activity 
C= Coupling or quality of the workers grip on the object 
R\VL= Recommended Weight Limit 
LI (Lifting ~ LI = Load weight (weight of load in pounds or ki/ograms)/RWL ( < 1 = 
Acceptable weight; > 1 = Increase risk musculoskeletal disorders) 

LC=51 H= 16" V= 46.75':..R=40"A= 1 (0 degrees) FM= .55 (3 reps between2 and 8 hours) 
CM=.90 

LC HM \11',,j D1'.f 
51 (10/H\ 1-<.0015 rv-3on .82+(1.8/D) 
51 (10/16) 1- (.0075[ 46. 75- .82+(1.8/40) 

301) 
51 .625 .874 .865 

RWL=51 x .625 x .874 x .865 x .997 x .55 x .90 
R\VL= 11.89 ~ 
LI= 36 !)m(weight ofbox)l11.89 

AM 
l-(.0032A) 
1- (.0032xl) 

.997 

LI= 3.02 Increased risk of musculoskeletal disorders 

FM CM 
FM CM 
.55 .90 

.55 .95 
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Patty Boi< Lift I 
Finish Point 

LC= Constant of 51 pounds (represents the ma.ximum recommended load weight to be lifted 
under ideal conditions) 
H= Horizontal location of the object relative to the body 
\I= \I ertical location of the object relative to the floor 
D= Distance the object is moved vertically 
A= Asymmetry angle or twisting requirement 
F= Frequency and duration of lifting activity) 
C= Coupling or quality of the workers grip on the object 
R\VL= Recommended Weight Limit 
LI (Lifting ~ LI = Load weight (weight of load in pounds or ki/ograms)/RWL ( < I = 
Acceptable weight; > 1 = Increase risk muscu!oskeletal disorders) 

LC=51 H= 16" V= 46.75':,.R=40"A= I (0 degrees) FM= .45 (4 reps between 2 and 8 hours) 
CM= .90 

LC HI\•! VM D!1-1 
51 /10 I\ 1-/.0075 rV-301) .82+/1.811)) 
51 (10/16) 1- (.0075( 46. 75- .82+(1.8/40) 

301) 
51 .625 .874 .865 

RWL=51 x .625 x .874 x .865" .997 x .45 x .90 
R\VL= 9.73 Ill.\ 
LI= 20 !)m(weight ofbox)l9.73 

All·! 
1-/.0032A) 
1- (.0032"1) 

.997 

LI= 2.06 Increased risk of musculoskeletal disorders 

FM CM 
FM CM 
.45 .90 

.45 .90 
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LC= Constant of 51 pounds (represents the ma.ximum recommended load weight to be lifted 
under ideal conditions) 
H= Horizontal location of the object relative to the body 
\I= \I ertical location of the object relative to the floor 
D= Distance the object is moved vertically 
A= Asymmetry angle or twisting requirement 
F= Frequency and duration of lifting activity 
C= Coupling or quality of the workers grip on the object 
R\VL= Recommended Weight Limit 
LI (Lifting ~ LI = Load weight (weight of load in pounds or ki/ograms)/RWL ( < 1 = 
Acceptable weight; > 1 = Increase risk musculoskeletal disorders) 

LC=51 H= 37" V= 46.75':,.R=30"A= 1 (0 degrees) FM= .45 (4 reps between2 and 8 hours) 
CM=.90 

LC Hl\·I VM D!1-1 
51 (10/H\ 1-<.0015 rv-3on .82+(1.8/D) 
51 (10/37) 1- (.0075[ 46. 75- .82+(1.8/30) 

301) 
51 .270 .874 .880 

RWL=51 x .270 x .874 x .880 x .997 x .45 x .90 
RWl,= 4.86~ 
LI= 20 ~ (weight ofbox)l4.86 

A!l-1 
l-(.0032A) 
1- (.0032xl) 

.997 

LI= 4.11 Increased risk of musculoskeletal disorders 

FM CM 
Rvl CM 
.45 .90 

.45 .90 




